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Welcome to MYBenefits
from Georgina Corbett, Group HR Director
As part of our commitment to becoming an employer of choice, we are introducing MyBenefits, an innovative benefits scheme that
offers employees the flexibility to choose the mix of cash and benefits they receive. The major benefit included in MyBenefits at this
time is the company pension scheme and with effect from 1st October 2006 all Scott Wilson pension schemes will be delivered
through a salary sacrifice mechanism. This enables pension scheme contributions to be made in a more National Insurance
efficient way and hence you will save money. In addition we are offering two new lifestyle benefits, Childcare Vouchers and a Cycle
to Work Scheme, as part of the initial MyBenefits scheme. Further benefits will be added to MyBenefits in the future.

This Week's Headlines
MyBenefits
New Look for NISP
Yorkshire Forward Award
Human Impact Project

The MyBenefits scheme applies to all UK based permanent employees, employees engaged on a fixed term contract of more than
3 months, and overseas employees who pay UK tax and are eligible to join the Scott Wilson UK pension scheme.
Employees need to enrol in MyBenefits using our secure internet based online system which is available from Monday 7th August
at http://www.fixnflex.com/mybenefits. MyBenefits is introduced and explained in a video broadcast recently emailed to all
employees, and further information is also available on Unite under SWIMS 2, HR & Employment.

top

Projects & Disciplines
The National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) unveils a crisp new look
On the 20th and 21st July, the NISP team joined the largest every group of Industrial Symbiosis (IS) practitioners (>90) at an event held in Nottinghamshire. The event
was hosted by the client to communicate its vision, values and future delivery plans. The delegates were also treated to a talk by Pen Hadow, the polar explorer, and
undertook a 'samba style' drum and rhythm exercise in tune with the 'drumming to one beat' theme of the event.
The event saw the official launch of the new NISP website together with CRISP, the core resource for IS practitioners. This is the result of six months development and
now brings all regional data, references, member details and all project information under one internet based portal.
“The new site means that newcomers to NISP can find out what they need to know about industrial symbiosis as a concept and about NISP as a whole without having to
wade through too much technical information and detail,” says Peter Laybourn, Director of NISP.
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Stuart Robson, Scott Wilson’s Programme Manager says “It will make the management of our programme and outputs significantly more streamlined. The portal will
also assist in identification of synergies across the country. Do take the opportunity to visit the new site to see how far we have come, what we have achieved and to find
out more about our involvement at a regional level.”

Click here for further details.

NISP is the first industrial symbiosis initiative in the world to be launched on a national scale and is at
the forefront of industrial symbiosis thinking and practice. It is part-funded through Defra’s Business
Resource Efficiency and Waste (BREW) programme. It provides an umbrella in which to support,
manage and monitor regional industrial symbiosis programmes in 9 regions in England; North East,
North West, Yorkshire and Humberside, West Midlands, East Midlands, East of England, London, South
West and South East. Scottish (SISP) and Welsh (MAP-IS) programmes are also operating under NISP.
There are currently more than 80 people working in the programme and 3,500 member companies.
Scott Wilson is the delivery partner for the East Midlands, East of England and the South East.
Please click here for an up to date list of Scott Wilson-NISP regional team contacts.

top

Yorkshire Forward Award of Contract
Scott Wilson has been awarded a commission for multi-disciplinary engineering work by the Yorkshire and Humber Regional Development Agency. The Commission
Director is Colin Barker and the Commission Manager is Ian Hope. The commission will be run from our Leeds office, with support from Liverpool (M&E) and
Manchester.
Click here for further details
Contact Ian Hope, Leeds

top

The Human Impact Project at The Living Rainforest – Update
The Human Impact Project at The Living Rainforest near Newbury in Berkshire, for which Scott Wilson was Project Manager, has been short listed for this years National
Lottery Awards.
The National Lottery Awards will shine a light on some of the best National Lottery funded projects across England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. This year
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there were over 460 entries, so it is a considerable achievement to be short listed along with three others in the South of England. Nationally a total of 52 projects have
been short listed.
Public voting is now open and will close at midnight on 11 August. All Scott Wilson staff are encouraged to vote for the Human Impact Project, as it presents an ideal
opportunity to gain national publicity. Staff are also encouraged to ask their family and friends to vote also.
The National Lottery is working with the BBC to showcase projects through their local radio and online networks and have also secured partnerships with several
regional papers.
The public are able to vote through the website: http://www.nationallotteryawards.org.uk/votingsouth.asp Just go to the web page and click VOTE NOW; enter your
details and click Continue; select The Living Rainforest from the menu and click Vote Now, and that’s it.
If you prefer you can vote by telephone. Call 0845 434 8960 to register your vote.
By way of background: The Human Impact Project embraced a philosophy of sustainability throughout the concept and design stages and has realised this with the
efficient use and re-use of materials during construction.
The £1.5 million project received £880,000 of National Lottery funding through The Millennium Commission and has provided a new facility for interpretation and
education; with the objective to show and to increase understanding of rainforests and other ecosystems, and more generally how nature works, how humanity fits in
and what positive or negative influence we can have.
The focus for construction for the new visitor centre was to maximise the use of materials with low embodied energy. These require less energy to extract, manufacture,
transport, construct, maintain and dispose of. Natural materials have been used where possible. Also recycled materials have been used where practicable. Passive
solar design makes use of solar gain in the spring, autumn and winter, and canopy shading minimises direct sunlight during the summer.
Also included is the reduction in the use of fossil fuels and conversion to green technology for heating and power. The main source of heat is now an extremely efficient
biomass boiler that burns carbon neutral woodchips obtained from local sustainable sources. Electrical power is generated by daylight using photovoltaic cells installed
on the canopy above a café terrace.
For more information, contact Mark Lewis, Basingstoke.

top

People
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The Edinburgh office welcomes Martin Hendry who has joined the Environment team as an Economics Consultant. Martin
will be working primarily on Tourism and Leisure projects but also brings consultancy experience on Transportation, Wind
farms, EIAs and Site Masterplanning projects.
Martin joins Scott Wilson from Roger Tym and Partners and has an honours degree in Economics from Stirling University
and an MSc in Economic Management & Policy from Strathclyde University. Martin was awarded an elite tennis scholarship
at Stirling University and has represented Scotland at international level.

top

A very warm welcome to Neil Bichard, Saad Farooqi, Adam Coles and Ewa Skupinska who have joined the Transportation & Infrastructure Planning team in London.
The strengthening of the team is in direct response to our growing workload in both the private, public and International sectors

Neil Bichard holds an MEng in Engineering Maths and is currently busy assisting with developing an area-wide Saturn model
in support of proposals for regeneration of Cricklewood Lands on behalf of Multiplex. Neil is our self-appointed president of
the office Aston Villa fan club.

Saad Farooqi, a Civil Engineering graduate, re-joins SW from PBA. Saad has 15 years of experience in transport modelling

and economics and is currently engaged on the TUBA assessment of the proposed M6 Expressway based on traffic
forecasts derived from Saturn/Emme2 models.
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Adam Coles, a geography graduate in 2005, is currently assisting with upgrade proposals for Victoria Station focusing on

congestion relief and pedestrian modelling issues using Legion.

Ewa Skupinska, a London School of Economics graduate with an MSc, joins from FaberMaunsell with 5 years of experience
in transport planning and modelling. Ewa is well versed in the application of a number of software packages and is currently
developing a VISSIM model in support of upgrade proposals for Victoria station.

top

Social and Community
Many congratulations to Suzanne and Justin Scobie on the arrival of young Ewan Jamieson on Sunday 23rd July weighing 8lb 2oz. All good wishes to all three.

top

Congratulations to Kelly Bearman and Louisa Winspear on the birth of a baby boy, to the delight of both mother and father, on the evening of the 25th July 2006.
All at Ground Solutions Group send their congratulations and await photographs.
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Jobs
Central Division have the following current vacancy:●
●
●
●

Operations Manager, Nottingham ( job ref code C626)
Technical Support, Nottingham ( job ref code C625)
Senior Engineer, Basingstoke (job ref code C624)
Technical Assistant, Waste Management, Chesterfield (ref Code C572). Click here for further details

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●

CAD Technician, Glasgow. Reference: SWR110. Closing Date: 7 August 2006
Project Administrator, Glasgow. Reference: SWR111. Closing Date: 7 August 2006
Project Administrator, CSE, Swindon. Reference Number: SWR113. Closing Date: 4 August 2006

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Seconded Planning Officer. Scotland & Ireland Division have an exciting secondment opportunity to the Development Quality Section of City of Edinburgh
Council for 12 months. Click here for details of the secondment.

If you are interested or want to discuss further then please contact Andrew Walters in the Edinburgh office.

●
●
●

Senior Transport Planner for our Basingstoke office. Grade 3.1/3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1045/06
Principal Transport Planner/Engineerfor our Basingstoke office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1046/06
Technicianto join the water team in our Basingstoke office. Grade 1.2/2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1047/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top
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Buy and Sell
Wanted
I am a newcomer to Scott Wilson in Basingstoke. I am now looking for accommodation near Basingstoke Office. Ideally, it could be a 1 bed-flat or studio. The acceptable
price could range from £400-£550.
Contact Zhendong Li

top

For Sale:

Click for larger image
Ford KA. 13,000 Miles, Air conditioning, good condition, airbag, 70 bhp, 52/2003, one lady owner. Taxed until February 2007 and the MOT is valid until November
£3399
Contact Peter Hiley, Leeds
top

For Sale: Ford Mondeo and Ford Focus
Click here for details
Contact Andy Noble, Ashford
top
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Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Top Article this week

Issue 82
11/08/2006

Reminder
The Human Impact Project at The Living Rainforest – Update
The Human Impact Project at The Living Rainforest near Newbury in Berkshire, for which Scott Wilson was Project Manager, has
been short listed for this year’s National Lottery Awards.

This Week's Headlines
Environmental Article Published
Vote for Project

Public voting is now open and will close at midnight on 11 August. All Scott Wilson staff are encouraged to vote for the
Human Impact Project, as it presents an ideal opportunity to gain national publicity. Staff are also encouraged to ask their family
and friends to vote also.

Planning Guidance
Race for Life

The public are able to vote through the website:
http://www.nationallotteryawards.org.uk/votingsouth.asp. Just go to the web page and click VOTE NOW; enter your details and click
Continue; select The Living Rainforest from the menu and click Vote Now, and that’s it.

Full Article

Company News

No news this week

top

Projects & Disciplines
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SW Article in Environmental Finance Magazine - Building sustainability into syndication
Rachael Bailey, Tracey Ryan and Nicky Hodges are delighted to announce that they have just published an article on the Equator Principles in Environmental Finance
Magazine. Scott Wilson’s profile in this area has been raised further by the publication of the article on the official Equator Principles website (http://www.equatorprinciples.com). Here is an extract from the article:
In the three years since their introduction, the Equator Principles have driven substantial environmental and social performance improvements in project finance. These
voluntary guidelines, which essentially involve private sector banks committing to apply World Bank/International Finance Corporation (IFC) social and environmental
risk management procedures to projects which they finance, have been adopted by institutions accounting for more than 80% of project finance flows.
There is now widespread awareness of the benefits of using the appropriate expertise at the outset to manage potential environmental and social risks throughout the
project cycle, and thereby secure better financial terms at financial close and syndication. Ensuring that environmental and social risks are fully under control now plays
a key part in securing confidence in project finance deals.
As experience in applying the principles grows, we have found that financial institutions which are looking to improve their environmental and social risk management
would benefit from looking at the following key areas ensuring the early involvement of experts building the capacity of project sponsors; transparency; verification of
mitigation and monitoring beyond financial close; and effective stakeholder engagement and consultation.
The full article can be viewed at http://www.equator-principles.com.
Alternatively email Rachael Bailey for a copy.
top

Reminder
The Human Impact Project at The Living Rainforest – Update
The Human Impact Project at The Living Rainforest near Newbury in Berkshire, for which Scott Wilson was Project Manager, has been short listed for this year’s
National Lottery Awards.
The National Lottery Awards will shine a light on some of the best National Lottery funded projects across England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. This year
there were over 460 entries, so it is a considerable achievement to be short listed along with three others in the South of England. Nationally a total of 52 projects have
been short listed.
Public voting is now open and will close at midnight on 11 August. All Scott Wilson staff are encouraged to vote for the Human Impact Project, as it presents an ideal
opportunity to gain national publicity. Staff are also encouraged to ask their family and friends to vote also.
The National Lottery is working with the BBC to showcase projects through their local radio and online networks and have also secured partnerships with several
regional papers.
The public are able to vote through the website:
http://www.nationallotteryawards.org.uk/votingsouth.asp Just go to the web page and click VOTE NOW; enter your details and click Continue; select The Living
Rainforest from the menu and click Vote Now, and that’s it.
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If you prefer you can vote by telephone. Call 0845 434 8960 to register your vote.
By way of background: The Human Impact Project embraced a philosophy of sustainability throughout the concept and design stages and has realised this with the
efficient use and re-use of materials during construction.
The £1.5 million project received £880,000 of National Lottery funding through The Millennium Commission and has provided a new facility for interpretation and
education; with the objective to show and to increase understanding of rainforests and other ecosystems, and more generally how nature works, how humanity fits in
and what positive or negative influence we can have.
The focus for construction for the new visitor centre was to maximise the use of materials with low embodied energy. These require less energy to extract, manufacture,
transport, construct, maintain and dispose of. Natural materials have been used where possible. Also recycled materials have been used where practicable. Passive
solar design makes use of solar gain in the spring, autumn and winter, and canopy shading minimises direct sunlight during the summer.
Also included is the reduction in the use of fossil fuels and conversion to green technology for heating and power. The main source of heat is now an extremely efficient
biomass boiler that burns carbon neutral woodchips obtained from local sustainable sources. Electrical power is generated by daylight using photovoltaic cells installed
on the canopy above a café terrace.
For more information, contact Mark Lewis, Basingstoke.

top

Planning obligations: new guidance
Local authorities in England and Wales are being encouraged to use planning obligations to secure infrastructure improvements, contributions towards the local area
and affordable housing as part of new developments under new Government guidance published recently.
The guidance is primarily aimed at local authorities and is designed to provide more certainty and a quicker route towards granting planning permission than can
sometimes be the case.
It adopts the existing approach that planning obligations should be relevant, necessary, directly related to the proposed development, fairly and reasonably related to the
proposed development and reasonable generally.
In summary, the guidance advises local authorities to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

start negotiations with developers before the application is made
provide a standard form of agreement at an early stage in the process
make calculations for contributions easily available and transparent
involve third parties (including independent experts) where appropriate
set standards for the level of service an applicant should be able to expect
think seriously about monitoring and enforcing planning obligations to ensure that these are delivered

When the guidance is adopted by local authorities, it may speed up negotiations on planning agreements and help all parties comply with strict government timetables
for determining planning applications. However, it will still be necessary to consider whether planning obligations are necessary for each application. It will also still be
necessary to tailor agreements carefully to large or complex developments.
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The encouragement of contributions towards development precedes far more drastic changes to the planning system which will occur if the government decides to adopt
a planning gain supplement in 2008.
Contact Andrew Walters, Edinburgh

top

People
No news this week.

top

Social and Community
Race for Life

The Leeds Office would like to say a big well done to Joanna, Kerry, Laura, Nicola, Rebecca, Sophie, Vicki, Zoe, Kirsty and Lucy for doing the Race for Life at Temple
Newsam. The girls managed to raise between them an outstanding £1575.20 in their efforts to raise money for cancer.
We would like to congratulate them for taking part and for supporting a worthwhile charity. Well done again!

top

Two Cities Challenge
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In a classic East meets West adventure, John Turnbull, Willie Burrell and Keith Wallace (hereinafter known as the three amigos) have challenged each other to cycle
from Edinburgh to Glasgow and back on 26th August.
A distance of some 110 miles, the ride will be made easier by using the recently re-united Forth and Clyde Canal and the Union Canal, the latter being a great example
of the work of our Victorian engineering forebears being perfectly level for its 32 miles.
However the easiness is all relative, this will be a trip into the unknown for the three amigos being more than twice the distance any of them have cycled to date.
This feat of human endeavour will be to the benefit of Scott Wilson Millennium Project, so if you want to join them, contact them directly. If you want to sponsor them
please contact them directly or use the sponsorship form located on Unite.
Meanwhile the three amigos are training hard and already dreaming of a gentle ride into the sunset on the evening of the 26th, with a large sum raised for the project.

top

Congratulations to Jose Cordovilla of Madrid office who married Rocio Martinez on followed by a splendid honeymoon along Route 66 in the US.

CLick for larger image.
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Jobs
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●
●
●
●
●

Senior Bridge Engineer. Reference - SWR114. Location - York
Senior Railway Surveyor. Reference - SWR115. Location - York
Bridge Engineer. Reference - SWR116. Location - York
PWay Engineer. Reference - SWR117. Location – York
Recruitment Co-ordinator, Location: Glasgow or York. Fixed term/permanent. Closing Date: 11 August 2006

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●
●
●
●

Senior Business Administratorto be placed in our Basingstoke Office. Grade 2.3 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1049/06
Principal Transport Planner/Engineerto be placed in our Peterborough Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1048/06
Flood Risk Specialist to be placed in our Basingstoke Office. Grade 2.2/3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1050/06
Flood Risk Specialist to be placed in our Bristol Office. Grade 3.1-4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1051/06
Flood Risk Specialist to be placed in our London Office. Grade 2.2-3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1052/06
Principal Structural Engineer to be placed in our Basildon Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1053/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●

●

PE/Associate Grade 4.1/4.2 - required to help lead our established highway management and major projects teams in Basingstoke. The candidate will have a
minimum of 15 years post graduate experience, be Chartered and have significant experience of leading teams of engineers on the preparation of Highway
Management and/or Major Highway Projects.
Senior Technician Grade 2.3 - required to join our Area 3 Highway Management Design team. Will be suitably qualified and have 5+ years of experience in the
preparation and design of highway schemes. The preferred candidate will have good knowledge of the DMRB and the TSRGD and must have good CAD skills.
He/she should also be familiar with the use of some or all of the following software: Microdrainage, Autotrack, Autosign, Autoline, Arcady.

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Jilly Miles, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number

●

Assistant Management Accountant, Chesterfield, Finance (job ref code C633)

If you are interested in the above position please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
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For Sale: Single Beds (Two)
Two pine stacking beds including mattresses (one never used). 6’6 / 198cm long. Beds stack on top of each other but are not bunk- beds. Ideal for spare room or
children’s bedroom. Simple, attractive, very good condition. Location: London N1
£45 o.n.o.
Contact Sam on 07884170002

top

For Sale:

click for larger image.
1997 Renault Laguna 1.8 RT 5dr [SR+AC] Hatchback, 100,000 miles, metallic grey, well maintained in excellent condition with service history. Has PAS, E/W, A/C,
ESR, C/L, Airbags, Radio cassette, 5 speed manual gearbox, MOT and Tax till 09/06.
£1200 or near offer
Contact Agnes Boscoe-Wallace Tel No. 07932761709 or 01159261942

top

For Sale:
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click for larger image.
Peugeot 206, 53 (2003), Excellent Condition, 3 Door, Metallic Black, Air Conditioning, CD, 35000 miles, Full Service History, 6 Months Warranty Remaining, One Owner.
£4995
Contact Zoe Hall, Mansfield / Leeds
top

Car Share Basingstoke/Southampton?
I live in Southampton and was wondering if anyone else living in the Southampton area would be interested in car sharing maybe just 1 or 2 days a week?
Contact Katrina Haase (Information Systems Department - Basingstoke)
top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Scott Wilson makes final 3 for Hampshire Business Awards

Issue 83
18/08/2006

We are delighted to announce that Scott Wilson has reached the final, as one of 3, in the 2006 Hampshire Business Awards. The
awards recognise excellence in products and services with a focus on the dynamic approach and innovation of companies that
operate within the county. Scott Wilson won this award in 2003 and is very pleased to be in the final for 2006.

This Week's Headlines
Hampshire Business Awards

To determine the winner, the overall performance of the company and its departments are assessed. This includes past
achievements, future plans, exploitation of new markets, and a commitment to staff needs and development. Two other key
requirements are the contribution to enhancing Hampshire’s business reputation and protecting its environment. As a finalist we
were visited on Monday 14th August by a film crew who interviewed our Chairman, Geoff French and filmed the office and many of
the staff in Basingstoke.

Project EMS Form
Awards for Bridges
Meet Some New Colleagues

The winner will be announced at a gala awards dinner on 14th September at the Milestones Museum in Basingstoke. The short
film, based around the interview with Geoff, will be produced and featured at the event.
We would like to thank all the staff involved for their time and support.
Contact Simon Hewitt, Basingstoke

Company News
ISO 14001 and Project EMS Form
The Project EMS form has been revised to incorporate feedback and comment since its implementation in January, including LRQA’s last audit findings. There are no
major changes in this latest revision which simply seeks to improve presentation, clarify what needs to be done and include updated links to further guidance on Unite.
Set-up Sheet
Brief user instructions have been introduced under the set-up box. You are now required to define the SW role in the client commission - this represents the ‘scope’ of
any downstream project-specific EMS controls - not the 'whole' client project.
Sheet 1
The text of some questions has been re-worded to clarify that our principal objective is to identify any direct legal obligations upon Scott Wilson within the defined
‘scope’. At the same time, the 'consents' section has been revamped and a new question added in regard to 'other' requirements to which we subscribe. A small, new
section has been introduced so that uncertainties / gaps in knowledge can be properly signalled and dealt with.
Sheet 2
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A small section has been provided to facilitate clear mitigation plans for any identified abnormal or emergency risks you identify.
Sheet 3
The order of the sections has changed, some column headings have been expanded to illustrate the type of information that is needed, and the number of rows have
been reduced.
Note that there is no immediate requirement for you to update any generic or template models you have developed. However, we do need to consolidate them to ensure
consistency and quality of approach within Divisions and across Disciplines. Your Divisional EMS (SQE) Manager is now responsible for this.
Please contact:
International - Ann Harvey
Railways - Dave Sutton / Sharon Wheeler
Scotland & Ireland - Stuart McPhaden
UK Central - Paul Gerrard
UK South - Kevin Tuck
top

Projects & Disciplines
Awards for Excellence - Bridges Resource Group
Bridges Resource Group is pleased to announce that two Scott Wilson bridge projects have recently won prestigious awards:
Copnor Bridge
On 9 June, members of the Bridges Resource Group attended the annual Institution of Civil Engineers’ Southern Region dinner and were very happy to hear that
Portsmouth’s new-look Copnor Bridge had won one of the evening’s main construction awards.
The bridge triumphed in the Major Project category. Scott Wilson had been Project Manager for the bridge’s construction.
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A month later, on Wednesday 5 July, a plaque marking the opening of Copnor Bridge was unveiled by Dr Stephen Ladyman, Minister of State for Transport, in the
presence of local dignitaries, school children and representatives of our client, Portsmouth City Council.

Scott Wilson Highways Director, Bob Hunt, and Project Manager, Martin Lavers, represented the company at the opening ceremony. Particular praise was given to Scott
Wilson for its dedication to, and enthusiasm for, this interesting project.
Tilford New Bridge

On 23 June, Scott Wilson’s Jon Royds and Inna Gorbenko represented Scott Wilson at the annual Ball of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Thames Valley Branch.
They were delighted to hear that Tilford New Bridge had won the “Historic” Category Award for Engineering Excellence 2006.
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Jon and Inna received the Award certificate from ICE President Gordon Masterton.
Scott Wilson designed the new bridge, and the restoration of the old bridge, jointly with Surrey County Council as part of our partnering agreement with the Council.
Contact Inna Gorbenko, Basingstoke

top

People
As part of the recent reorganisation of group marketing, Lak Siriwardene has joined Scott Wilson as Corporate Communications
Manager.
Lak brings us extensive PR experience and contacts, as well as excellent communication skills. She was previously PR Manager for
the property firm Hamptons International, and, prior to that, in Marketing and PR for the mathematical software firm, Wolfram Research
Europe Ltd.
As well as her strong PR credentials, Lak holds a BSc (Hons) degree in Agricultural and Environmental Science from the University of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and an MSc (Hons) in Management Science from the University of Southampton.
Lak will be Scott Wilson’s key media spokesperson. She will focus on building our profile and reputation within the national, consumer
and trade press, prioritising our four target market sectors - property, natural resources, environment and transport. She will also have
responsibility for managing our investor relations agency, to build investor confidence and brand equity in the City.
Although based in London, Lak will work closely with the other members of the Group Marketing team in Basingstoke, and particularly with our PR Executive, Simon
Hewitt, who now reports to her.
Lak will be spending the next few weeks gathering and evaluating company information, revising and improving systems, and writing policies to create an efficient and
effective PR function. She looks forward to promoting the company and to opening channels of communication both externally and internally. In this regard, she invites
you to send potential news stories to her and Simon.
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Their contact details are: Lak Siriwardene - 07824 311762 and Simon Hewitt - 01256 310282.

top

Peterborough based Resource and Environment Group (REG) welcomes three new team members - Click here for details

top

Peterborough Ecology Team would like to welcome Iain Bray to the team as Graduate Ecologist, to assist with the wide
range of ecology work undertaken.
He brings to the team knowledge of birds and habitat surveys and has previously worked for Scott Wilson as a subconsultant. He has a Masters in Applied Ecology and Conservation from University of East Anglia.

top

New Colleagues in Bridges Resource Group
The Bridges Resource Group, Basingstoke team, welcomes Stephen Salim, Richard Obisanya and Fabian Ngo.

Stephen Salim joined the team as Engineer on 31 July. Stephen has over six years of varied bridge engineering experience.
He has undertaken a variety of bridge designs and assessments and been instrumental in developing the UK Annex to
Eurocode 2.

He recently obtained a PhD from the University of Bristol. He has produced several technical publications and presented
papers at international conferences.
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Richard Obisanya joined the team as agency Senior Engineer on 24 July. He has over 17 years of extensive bridge

engineering experience gained in the USA and the UK working for consulting organisations.
He recently completed a PhD in the aerodynamics of long span bridges. He is a Licensed Professional Engineer in the USA.

Fabian Ngo joined us on 17 July. He obtained four years of good structures experience working in Area 8 so is already
familiar with the procedures and standards expected by the HA.

We are sure that our new colleagues will enhance our bridge design capabilities and become an integral part of the team.

top

Social and Community
No news this week.

top

Jobs
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●

●
●
●
●
●

Assistant Administrator (Temporary Full Time - possibly up to the end of September) to be placed in our London Office. Grade 1.2 Vacancy Reference Number
UKS1055/06
CAD Manager/Senior Technician to be placed in our Basildon Office. Grade 3.1/3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1054/06
Technician to be placed in our Basildon Office. Grade 1.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1056/06
Assistant Business Administrator to be placed in our Basingstoke office . Grade 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1057/06
Engineer to be placed in our Basildon Office. Grade 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1058/06
Associate/Principal to be placed in our Peterborough Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1059/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●

Geotechnical Technician, Manchester – Job Ref: C635
Assistant Transport Planner, Manchester – Job Ref: C636
Support Services Administrator, Telford – Job Ref: C637

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Kate Kirby, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Railway Economist, Location: London. Reference: SWR121 – Closing date 25 Aug.

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
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For Sale:

Porsche 911 Carrera 3.2 Sports Coupe 1984, 94,750 mls, 235 bhp, excellent condition, taxed and MOT
until May 2007, operated on limited mileage classic insurance, full service history.

- £9,850
Contact Gareth Hamilton-Fletcher, London

Click for larger image.
top

3 Bed Villa in Costa Blanca
Ladies and Gents
How about taking time out, out of season, and enjoying the continuous sun and warmth of the Costa Blanca, relaxing by the pool or on the beach with an ice cold beer/
G&T in hand!!
I am fortunate to have a lovely 3 bed Villa next to the famous Villa Martin Golf course which I would like to share with other members of Scott Wilson, who will get a 20%
discount on standard rates. Please have a look through the attached brochure and if interested, contact me!
Why not try! You will not regret it!!
Click here for details
Contact Ray Bacon

top

For Sale: Sony 19" LCD computer monitor - £200
Click here for details
Contact Tristan Sly, Basingstoke
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For Sale:

A high quality brand new headboard for a double bed. Still boxed. Light stone colour. Could deliver in Basingstoke

area.
Bought for £130 selling for £85.
Please contact Inna Gorbenko, Basingstoke

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Scott Wilson Joins CBI

Issue 84
25/08/2006

Scott Wilson has become a member of the CBI, business's most powerful lobbying force in the UK. The CBI’s lobbying in Europe
and across the world is also highly effective.

This Week's Headlines

Membership of the CBI will give us an opportunity to make our voice heard and to influence public policy. The CBI provides its
members with excellent opportunities to network and to establish new contacts and offers a very good source of expert advice and
information.

Scott Wilson Joins CBI

Appropriate contact names within Scott Wilson have been given to the CBI for each of the subject areas that they cover. If anybody
is in any doubt about how to contact the CBI I would be happy to point them in the right direction.

DBFO Contract Change

Contact Geoff French, Group Chairman

Company News
Abingdon Office Telephone Number
It has come to our attention that quite a few SW offices are still ringing our old numbers! For clarification:
Avalon House no longer exists - so please delete.
Our address is now Foxcombe Court and the new number is:
01235 468700
I would be grateful if your speed dial systems can be updated with our correct number. Thank you.
Contact Samantha Smith, Abingdon

top
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Projects & Disciplines
Designing Building Financing & Operating - and now maintaining highways in the United Kingdom.
The Court of Appeal recently overturned the decision of the High Court in Department for Transport, Environment and the Regions v Mott MacDonald Limited and others
(2006) and held that a highway authority is responsible under the Highways Act 1980 s.41(1) for accidents caused by standing water on the highway, resulting from a
blocked drain or inadequate drainage system. The Secretary of State had admitted liability in three claims arising out of separate road accidents and subsequently
brought Part 20 claims against the maintaining agents to recover its outlay. The Court of Appeal held that the duty to maintain the highway applied not only to the
surface of the highway used by traffic or pedestrians, but it extended to highway drains beneath or beyond the traffic surface, or in the central reservation. The duty to
maintain highway drains required not only the repair of physical defects in the fabric of the drains, but also the clearing of blockages.
The decision at first instance was seen as limiting the scope of responsibility of highway authorities from that which had been generally understood since 1968. Whilst
the Court of Appeal's ruling has been reported as widening the scope of the duty to maintain public highways - potentially meaning extra costs and liabilities for
contractors and highway authorities - it can also be seen as restoring the 'status quo'.
In the context of a DBFO Contract, liabilities of this kind will almost certainly be caught by the wide indemnities typically required by the Highways Agency. However, it
would normally be anticipated that the DBFO Co would have an opportunity to defend the original claim brought against the Highways Agency, whereas in this case the
claims were settled by the Highways Agency itself.
Contact Andrew Walters, Edinburgh

top

People
Welcome to Wayne Wong who joined Transport & Infrastructure in Ashford as a Senior Transport Consultant in May this year. He has experience in
the civil and transport industries gained in England, Australia and Hong Kong.

Wayne is a Chartered Professional Engineer in The Institution of Engineers, Australia. Since coming to the UK, he has been heavily involved in the Pubic Inquiry
process for major development proposals in the Thames Gateway area. He has experience in planning process and has prepared Transport Strategy and Transport
Assesment associated with major transport scheme and new developments making use of the Saturn and EMME/2 to identify traffic impact. He has strong emphasis on
computer-based junction analysis and highway modelling.
Wayne enjoys traveling, plays violin and is a qualified yacht skipper.
top
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The Basingstoke office welcomes Robert Perriam who has joined the ICT team as IT Manager for UK South.
Robert is responsible for managing the support function within Basingstoke, Abingdon, Guildford and Plymouth and is
responsible for the computing services support team based at Basingstoke. Other responsibilities will include managing and
developing the IT budget for UK South.

top

New UK South Team in Bristol
UK South would like to announce the formation of a new team based in the Bristol office providing transportation
planning and flood risk services. This team sits alongside the existing International Division staff based in Bristol who
specialise in the Power Sector offering multidiscipline civil, mechanical and electrical engineering services.

Jennika Bramer and Jon Miller have recently joined Jon Dare-Williams, Principal Transport Planner, who moved from the Plymouth office in 2005. Jennika has joined
Scott Wilson from Steer Davies Gleave as a Senior Transport Planner and Jon Miller from Cardiff University as a Graduate Transport Planner having competed a BSc
(Hons) in Geography and Planning.
James Foster has also recently joined the UK South team as a Flood Risk Specialist. James is an environmental engineer with extensive skills in hydraulics, hydrology
and modeling. He has worked on a broad range of projects specialising in water and water resources, flood risk assessments and modelling.
The addition of a UK South Team in Bristol provides an excellent opportunity to expand in the Bristol area and South Wales. The team is currently undertaking a local
marketing campaign hopefully culminating in an official launch event in the autumn.
We are keen to pick up on any experience or opportunities that could be used in developing and expanding the Scott Wilson presence in Bristol. Please contact jon.darewilliams@scottwilson in the first instance.

top
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Welcome to Michael Pidgeon has recently joined the London Planning and Environment Team at Greencoat Place, where he will be primarily working in the field of
sustainable design and construction, energy demand assessment, and advising on the application of renewables technology, at the Planning stage.
Michael holds a Masters Degree in Environmental Engineering from Imperial College London and has gained valuable experience working with RR Energy, a small
Netherlands-based consultancy. He is a keen football player and musician and plans to complete his first London marathon in 2007.

top

The London Planning and Environment Team would like to welcome Tom Horne to the team as a Graduate Planner, to assist with the rapidly expanding quantity and
range of planning work undertaken.
Tom is currently completing a Masters in Planning Practice and Research at Cardiff University and is working at Scott Wilson part-time, but he will be joining full time at
the beginning of October. He is a very keen sportsman especially enjoying snowboarding, loves music and is a die-hard Spurs fan.

top

Social and Community
CBB Annual Cricket Sixes – 2006
The Scott Wilson office in Colombo participated in the annual Cricket Sixes arranged by the Council for Business with Britain. 40 teams from businesses with British
connections were entered.
Our staff members are now down to 12 so it required a 50% turnout and the selected team was Mohamed Ruwais (Capt.), Ajith Galahitiyawa, Mahinda Hapangama,
Asanka Kumara, Roshan Karunaratna and Chrishanthi Fernando.
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The team with Pam and Don Wootton as supporters / substitutes and Thiviru, Mahinda’s son, as our lucky mascot.
Everyone was up early for a 7.30 start and our first league match was against the Hilton Residence. With so many entries the league matches were reduced to 3 overs
of 4 balls and everyone was going for the big shot. We batted first. First ball was caught on the boundary and second ball found the wicket but Chrishanthi and Mahinda
steadied the play and we completed with a modest score. Unfortunately the Hilton Residence had a few lucky sixes and beat us without loss of wicket. Norfolk Foods
must have heard of our reputation and failed to turn up so we had our only win of the day – a walkover. Next up was NYK Line which was our closest match and Ajith
had a good innings with 3 sixes supported by Asanka and Roshan. Last match of the day was against last year’s winners who came complete with 20 flag waving
supporters and their own band. Although beaten we did not disgrace ourselves under Mohamed’s leadership, but did not qualify for the quarter finals.

With a beer tent, hot dog stall and games for the children it was a fun day although tempered by the ongoing violence in Sri Lanka and a 2 minute silence for the
hundreds who have lost their lives over the last few weeks.
Contact Don Wootton, Colombo

top
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Basingstoke’s Cricketing Season
This years cricketing season for the Basingstoke team has bulged at the seams with matches aplenty, but it has been held together with an almost flawless record.
Weekly games at King George V Playing Fields in Winchester, and a couple of matches at Oakley have seen repeated attempts on our conquest from Thales,
Penningtons, Urbis (Street Lighting), and Scott Wilson Railways. In almost all cases we retained our infamous competence and generosity, by defeating the opposition,
but allowing them enough runs to preserve the misplaced hope that, next year, they will succeed.
Unfortunately, our generosity stretched a little too far in our second meeting with Thales, who gave us a rather stern beating. We are currently interviewing their players,
to check that they are all official Thales employees, and they aren’t on the current Hampshire team sheet.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has played in the fixtures. The regulars have been, in no particular order: Muhammad Ali, Nauman Fiaz,
Lance Van Dyk, Jon Morris, Glen Tregillis, Barnaby Burman, Tim Donoyou, Ross Paterson, Peter Seddon, Guy Clark, John Simmons, Rob Wallace, Nick Hall, Chris
Sell, George Rutt, Ivan Hodgson, Stuart Hodgson, and of course our wonderful scorers, Nicola Fitzpatrick and Claire Tomlin. Particularly commendable efforts from Rob
Wallace’s wicket keeping, Ross Paterson’s fielding, and Stuart Hodgson’s bowling (including a hat trick against Urbis), have helped make the season so successful, and
enjoyable. Everyone has played a vital role at some point, and together we have formed an incredibly strong team, as proven by our match statistics.
It should also be noted that a number of people who have joined the games have done so with little, or no experience. If you fancy joining the team next year, please let
me know, and it can be arranged. There’s a great spirit to the games, and those with more familiarity of the sport give advice to those with less. It would appear though
that we forgot to mention to everyone that it is not advisable to stop a fast moving cricket ball with your shin. I’m pleased to see that your leg recovered fully, Barny!

SW Basingstoke v SW Swindon Lance Van Dyke & George Rutt in
bat, watched over by Nick Hall as
umpire

SW Basingstoke v SW Basingstoke - Lance Van Dyk
picking up tips as Guy Clark executes a beautifully
orthodox cricket stroke

Contact James Glover, Basingstoke

top
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Jobs

●
●
●

Part-time Admin Assistant, Bridges, Basingstoke - ref C640
Trainee Technician, Matlock - ref C639
Senior CAD Technician, Birmingham - ref C638

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Kate Kirby, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●

Graduate Drainage Engineer to be placed in our Mansfield Office. Grade 1.2-2.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1060/06
Structural Engineer to be placed in our Plymouth Office. Grade 2.2-3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1061/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●

An immediate opportunity exists for a Design Manager stationed in Delhi. The successful candidate will integrate with the existing Scott Wilson India team and
focus on managing the growing ports-related workload in India. There are currently four major ports projects on hand with further possibilities. It is not essential
that candidates have ports background. You should be experienced in managing the design process and you should be a confident and easy communicator.

Further information and information about the duration of the appointment can be obtained initially from Peter Frankham, Basingstoke

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
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For Sale:
Computer Desk
Click here for details
Contact: Lisa McKenna, Swindon
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For Sale:
Mondeo ST200
Click here for details
Contact: Keith Patrick, Basingstoke

top

For Sale:
MG ZS 180+ (3 years old)
Click here for details
Contact: James Mackintosh, Swindon

top

For Sale:
Dining Table and Chairs
Click here for details
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Contact: Derek Holden, Swindon

top

For Sale:
Jaguar X-Type – 2.5 V6 Sport 4 Door
Click here for details
Contact: Pat Parr, Ashford

top

For Sale:
2 x Tickets for Thorpe Park
I have 2 tickets for entrance to Thorpe Park, to be used by the end of October. I'm looking for £25 for the pair which is a steal, considering that for one person to get in
on the day is £28.50.
Tickets are in hand so snap up a bargain!
Contact: Oliver Budworth, Basingstoke

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Sponsorship of Border Reivers Rugby Team

Issue 85
01/09/2006

Scott Wilson has become the official team sponsor for the Border Reivers rugby club, and the new season will see the company's
name and logo featured proudly on the team's shirts.
This is the first corporate sports sponsorship undertaken by Scott Wilson. Although this is a Group initiative Railways will take the
lead managing the contract agreement.

This Week's Headlines
Project Control Forms
CAT 3 2006

In addition to appearing on the players’ home, away and replica kits, Scott Wilson branding will also be seen on polo shirts worn by
players and coaching staff during training, match day warm up tops, track suit tops.

Architecture & Design
Success for Leeds

Full Article
SW Sponsors Border Reivers

Company News
Revision Of Project Control Forms
I'm conducting a review of the project control forms and associated guidance on Unite, and I would appreciate your feedback. The 'new' suite of forms has been in place
now for 8 months and although they have been well received and are being used frequently, there are still some niggles we need to sort out.
If you have any comments or suggestions for improvements to the next revision of forms, then please let me know by close of play on Friday 15th September 2006. If
you have previously submitted a comment then this will automatically be included in the review.
Contact Rachel Leary, York

top

Projects & Disciplines
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CAT 3 - 2006
The CAT (Capability Assessment Toolkit) process introduced in 2003 is designed to identify the companies which are most capable of delivering best value solutions
and services to the Highways Agency (HA). The CAT assesses a company’s capability in 5 areas:
●
●
●
●
●

Direction and Leadership
Strategy and Planning
People
Partnerships
Processes and Resources

Whilst many of the principles used in CAT 1 and CAT 2 have been retained, some important changes have been made, in particular the number of indicators has been
increased from 18 to 24 and the scoring system has been completely revised, the maximum score has increased from 72 to 288. There is also no longer a requirement
for companies to self score against the indicators. There is increasing alignment between CAT and EFQM.
The process remains in two parts; firstly, companies submit details describing how they address each of the 24 indicators. In the second part the CAT team (typically 3),
will visit over 3 days to enable the company to present their operations more comprehensively and for the CAT practitioners to cover the ground necessary to assess the
company against the whole CAT framework. During this visit the CAT team will meet and talk to staff at all levels about the operating processes within the company.
Following the visit the CAT team will agree their findings, produce the their report and agree the score.
A firm’s CAT score is used in combination with PPD (past performance data) by HA in assessing whether that firm is included in the bid list for any specific HA project or
MAC area. It is therefore essential that Scott Wilson obtain a good CAT score and seek to improve it each year to maintain a steady flow of HA bid opportunities, not just
for major new-build schemes, but also for maintenance MAC’s.
Click here to read this article in full
Contact Paul Bracegirdle, Director (Highways)

top

Sustainable Architecture & Design Services
In order for Scott Wilson to remain competitive in the industry, our ability to offer an entire spectrum of services will set us apart from other firms.

It has been well documented in past projects that it is imperative to consider and incorporate sustainable measures early in the design process in order to affordably
achieve the aspirations of all parties involved.
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As clients and Local Authorities are increasingly demanding the integration of sustainable design concepts into proposed developments and projects, the growing market
for sustainable architecture & design consulting and advice services has become apparent.

The Sustainable Construction Team (SCT), based in Scott Wilson's Peterborough, London and Manchester offices and headed by Phil Garlick, has been developing
these services and can now provide them. We are able to advise on a wide range of sustainable design and construction issues, from passive design techniques and
materials specifications to construction site management practices.
We currently have two Civil Engineers, two Architects, and two Environmental Specialists on our team, who have obtained Masters degrees in Environmental
Engineering, Environment & Energy, or EIA, EMS & Auditing.
The Sustainable Construction Team currently provide an array of services as listed below:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Passive Design Techniques
Daylighting & Thermal Analyses
Materials Specification
Funding advice
BREEAM Assessments
Sustainability Appraisals

These services could be amalgamated with other Scott Wilson services on an inter-departmental basis to demonstrate Scott Wilson to be a multi-disciplinary company.
We look forward to working with other Scott Wilson teams in the future.
Contact Angela Rivera, Peterborough

top

Successful Planning Application
The Leeds office (supported by noise and air quality specialists in Nottingham, and the waste management team in Peterborough) are celebrating another successful
planning application, this time for a new plasterboard manufacturing and distribution facility in Ferrybridge.
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After consideration of alternative sites with the Bristol office since November last year, the Leeds Environment team have worked to extremely tight deadlines to
complete the EIA and produce the ES for the Ferrybridge development. A congratulatory e-mail from Lafarge Gypsum to Scott Wilson's project manager Kirsty Stocks
highlights the standards attained by the team, and the regard for those involved held by the client. Well done to all involved, and especially the PM!
Contact Julie Redfearn, Leeds

top

People
Scott Wilson Water welcomes new team members.
Libo Cui

Libo Cui has recently joined the Basingstoke Team as an Assistant Water Engineer. Her experience in both waste and potable
water design further strengthens our engineering and process capabilities. Her knowledge extends to the Water Framework
Directive, and encompasses an understanding of ecology and environmental issues.

Wayne Troughton

Wayne has joined the Basingstoke Water team as a Principal Civil Engineer. Wayne has extensive experience in the UK and
overseas. He will be applying his Project Management skills to a variety of schemes in the South.

Bernie Lambert
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We are also pleased to welcome Bernie Lambert to our Basingstoke team. Bernie joins us as a Principal Civil Engineer. He is a
Chartered Engineer and has extensive experience of the Water Industry, and has also worked as a Chief Engineer in a Local
Authority dealing with water, infrastructure and coastal issues.

top

Social and Community

Congratulations and best wishes to Claire and Dave Suarez on the birth of Joseph, baby brother to Daniel, from all in International Division.

top

Congratulations to Gerry Goodman from the A46 Team, Chesterfield, who became a Grandfather to 3 granddaughters by 3 daughters over 4 days!
Katy born 12 August 2006
Lucy born 14 August 2006
Bethany born 15 August 2006

top

Sponsorship of Border Reivers Rugby Team
Scott Wilson has become the official team sponsor for the Border Reivers rugby club, and the new season will see the company’s name
and logo featured proudly on the team’s shirts.
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This is the first corporate sports sponsorship undertaken by Scott Wilson. Although this is a Group initiative Railways will take the lead managing the contract agreement.
In addition to appearing on the players’ home, away and replica kits, Scott Wilson branding will also be seen on polo shirts worn by players and coaching staff during
training, match day warm up tops, track suit tops worn by players, staff and club management, programmes, tickets and team stationery.
Team merchandise will be available in the next 4-6 weeks, and a discount will be available to us as sponsors. More details will follow shortly.
Corporate hospitality at Border Reivers home games and access to hospitality at away games in Wales, Ireland, England, France and Italy will be available. Anyone
wishing to use this for business purposes should contact Lorraine Floyd in the first instance.
A full-page advert in the match programme for each home game and a link to the Scott Wilson web site from the club’s home page will ensure maximum exposure to
Scott Wilson for all supporters of the club.
Perimeter advertising boards at the Border Reivers’ Netherdale stadium will give Scott Wilson a high profile presence at the team’s home games in the Magners League,
as well as television exposure when the pro team competes in European Rugby’s prestigious Heineken Cup.
“We are keen to support the Border Reivers in every way and invest in what we recognise s a much rejuvenated sport in Scotland. We look forward to working in close
partnership with Scottish Rugby and the Reivers in particular,” said Keith Wallace.
Keep an eye out for the Scott Wilson name alongside the Border Reivers team throughout the season, and If you can get to the team’s season opener at Netherdale
against Connacht on Friday 1st September, go and cheer them on in person!
Contact Tim Hayes, Communications Assistant, Swindon

top

The Wonders of Caving
Some of you may know that Richard Hignett of the Swindon Railways office is a caving enthusiast; he mentioned to
me that he was arranging a trip through Swildon's Hole and that I'd be welcome to come if I cared to. I gratefully
accepted his offer, and rode down from York on my motorbike.
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Caving is indeed a full-body three dimensional experience--crawling, sliding, scooting, pushing with your feet or pulling with your hands, headfirst, feet first, sideways, up
a ladder, down a rope, being pulled from in front or pushed from behind…whatever gets you through. Every place we passed through had a name - Barnes' Loop,
Washing Pot, Jacob's Ladder, the Grotto, Joining of the Ways.
Each descent was different; at each level Frank, my guide, calmly talked me through, indicating the best places to stand and
to find hand and footholds; then he took the lead and climbed down while I watched, and I did my best to imitate him.

We continued on to Sump One where we encountered Richard, who had been assisting people who wanted to try going through it, which involves swimming about 6'
underwater. Richard asked if I wanted to try it, but didn't really recommend doing it without a wetsuit – I’d be cold enough that it would be a good idea to head straight
back to the surface as soon as possible. I decided I'd prefer to sightsee some more, so declined.
The way up turned out to be more difficult--and shortly after we set off Frank's lamp went out so unfortunately there was no more sightseeing as I led us back, or lit his
way from behind. It had been fascinating, but exhausting; after clumsily squeezing out of the entrance I said 'I am never ******* doing this again.'
Contact Carolyn Dougherty, York

top

The Three Amigos Meet The Two Cities Challenge
Last Saturday, shortly after sunrise, the Three Amigos met at Keith Wallace's house to attempt the Two Cities Challenge:
110 miles of cycling along the towpaths of the Forth and Clyde and Union Canals between Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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As Keith "The 100kg Express" Wallace finished his porridge, first on the scene was Willie "Steady Eddy" Burrell, raring to go, with no sign of John "soon to be
christened" Turnbull.
John arrived somewhat late, and marked his intent with a bike which had cost more than Keith's first three cars, and the biggest toolbox you have ever seen (sorry
ladies, that's toolbox, not lunchbox). John's hitherto undeclared five years working for Halfords as a student were to come in handy, bringing the obvious moniker John
"Bicycle Repair Man" Turnbull. After further delays while John assembled his magnificent bike (which saw its weight double when two water bottles were added) and
Keith's more modest velo received a quick service, the three set off.
Click here to read this article in full
Contact Lorraine Floyd, Swindon

top

Jobs

●
●
●

●
●
●

Assistant Building Services Engineer - Electrical to be placed in our London Office. Grade 2.3-3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1062/06
Assistant Building Services Engineer - Mechanical to be place in our Basingstoke Office. Grade 2.3-3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1063/06
Principal Building Services Engineer & Project Manager - Electrical Engineering to be place in our Basingstoke Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference
Number UKS1064/06
Senior Building Physicist Consultant to be placed in our Birmingham Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1065/06
Structural Engineer to be place in Basildon London Office. Grade 2.2-3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1066/06
Graduate Traffic/Transportation Planner to be placed in our London/Basingstoke Office. Grade 1.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1067/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Graduate Landscape Architect, Chesterfield, Ref C641

If you are interested in the above position please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

●

CAD Technician - Location: REPE, Swindon, Reference: SWR123. Closing Date: 15 Sept 06

If you are interested in the above position please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.
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Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale:
TREK 810 Mountain Bike
Click here for details
Contact: Angela Lowle, Basingstoke

top

For Sale:
Ford Puma, R Reg 1.7
Click here for details
Contact: Laura Hickling, Basingstoke

top

For Sale:
Suzuki wagon R+
Click here for details
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Contact: Shilpa Shekar, Abingdon

top

For Sale:
Yamaha YZF R6 Motorbike
Click here for details
Contact: Mark Savage, Mansfield

top top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Regeneration Projects – improving resource efficiency

Issue 86
08/09/2006

Did you know that Planning Policy Statement 1 states that waste “should be used as a resource wherever possible”, and that Leeds
City Council’s Supplementary Planning Guidance includes a requirement that at least 10% of the value of the materials are derived
from recycled content. Glasgow City Council has adopted a similar requirement for all their construction projects, and Aberdeen,
Bristol, Dundee, Lancashire, Newcastle, Sheffield, Solihull and Worcestershire have set requirements in specifications covering
schools, housing, waste management infrastructure and public offices.

This Week's Headlines
Annual Report and Accounts
Regeneration Projects

To find out more click here to read this article in full

Travelwise Week
Asset Management

Company News
Annual Report and Accounts
The 2006 Annual Report and Accounts has now been published and was mailed to shareholders on 4th September 2006. This is the first report prepared by the Group
to meet the statutory requirements of being a listed plc and every division within the Group was involved in its completion. The interactive version is available on the
investor pages of www.scottwilson.com - please take a look and encourage other stakeholders to review the Report in this way.
There is a limited supply of hard copies available - if required, please contact Group Secretariat in Basingstoke.
Contact Nicola Carroll, Basingstoke

top
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For further information click www.liftshare.com
Diane Harrower, Assistant Environmental Scientist, Nottingham

top

Projects & Disciplines
Regeneration Projects – improving resource efficiency
Scott Wilson has been commissioned by WRAP (the Waste & Resources Action Programme) to write a guide to materials resource efficiency in regeneration. The guide
will integrate Site Waste Management Plans (likely to become mandatory in 2007) with the Demolition Protocol (a pan-industry initiative to increase material recovery)
and with 10% recycled content requirements (embodied in the procurement strategies of many Local Authorities).
WRAP’s business plan for 2008 includes a target for £10 billion worth of construction projects to set requirements for waste minimisation, recycling and recycled content.
The regeneration guide is fundamental for WRAP to achieve this target. This is an important project for Scott Wilson as it demonstrates to regeneration clients that SW
writes the guidance that our competitors follow.
To test the guide, the Project Team intends to use data from current/recent regeneration projects to make sure the ‘maths’ works. If you are involved in a regeneration
project that includes new buildings, you and your client could benefit from the free PR associated with the trials. Summaries of trials will be included in the high-profile
guidance as fully attributed case studies; an excellent way for clients to demonstrate their commitment to sustainable development, particularly when looking to gain
planning permission for future projects.
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Did you know that Planning Policy Statement 1 states that waste “should be used as a resource wherever possible”, and that Leeds City Council’s Supplementary
Planning Guidance includes a requirement that at least 10% of the value of the materials are derived from recycled content. Glasgow City Council has adopted a similar
requirement for all their construction projects, and Aberdeen, Bristol, Dundee, Lancashire, Newcastle, Sheffield, Solihull and Worcestershire have set requirements in
specifications covering schools, housing, waste management infrastructure and public offices.
For more information, please contact James Brown, Graduate Engineer (Nottingham Office), 0115 907 7000

top

SW prepares asset management guidance
Scott Wilson has been commissioned by CIRIA (the Construction Industry Research and Information Association) to prepare guidance on asset management of
transportation and distribution infrastructure. This is a real coup for Scott Wilson, beating the market leaders (Atkins) to win the commission, and is an excellent
opportunity to build Scott Wilson’s credibility in this market sector. Scott Wilson routinely undertakes projects, such as developing maintenance strategies, cost benefit
analysis of works and deterioration modelling, which are all forms of asset management.
The guidance, due for publication in Spring 2007, involves working with infrastructure owners, such as London Underground, Highways Agency, British Columbia Hydro,
BAA, Network Rail, and United Utilities. The final document is likely to include ‘how to’ information for clients and consultants delivering asset management services.
Scott Wilson is focused on making sure that asset management services are ‘appropriate’ to the asset. For example, asset management techniques applied to
containment and protective instrumentation in nuclear power may not be appropriate for non-critical flood defences in rural locations.
It is intended that the guidance will be illustrated by case studies, some generated within Scott Wilson. The published document will provide an excellent opportunity to
showcase Scott Wilson’s talents to a broad readership. If you are working on a project that involves maintenance or investment strategies, or other forms of asset
management, the Project Team would be interested to hear from you.
Please contact Rebecca Hooper or tel: 0115 907 7000

top

People
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A warm welcome to Marwan Ghannam, who joins our Project Management team in Scott House, Basingstoke as a Senior Project Manager.

Marwan has gained a very broad range of experience since completing his MSc in Structural Engineering at Cardiff University. He has undertaken many structural
design commissions, leading to a number of other senior positions including Design Manager, Project Manager and most recently Construction Development Manager
for Corus. His work has taken him to the Middle East where he led a structural engineering team on a high profile palace project. His experience covers both consulting
engineering as well as work for contractors such as Bovis Lend Lease and Taylor Woodrow Construction.
Marwan's arrival continues the expansion of Scott Wilson's Project Management team both in Basingstoke and through the development of stronger links with other
offices throughout the UK.

top

Basingstoke Advanced Technology are delighted to welcome Houman Taheri Amlashi who joined Scott Wilson in August.
He brings specialist analysis and design skills to the group.

top

Social and Community
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Congratulations to Gail Jeffrey and Andrew McCracken, both of Scott Wilson Railways, who were married on Saturday
2nd September at the Barony Castle Hotel in the beautiful Peeblesshire countryside.
Both the bridge and groom looked radiant and the event, having been planned with the couple’s usual attention to
detail, was very much enjoyed by all who attended.
Mrs & Mrs McCracken are now enjoying a well deserved honeymoon touring the Italian Lakes and Slovenia.

top

Jobs
Building Structures Engineer – Edinburgh. Job Ref: SWSI07/06
Due to an increasing workload, Scott Wilson Scotland Ltd is seeking to recruit a senior engineer (level 3.2/3.1) with building structures experience to strengthen its team
in Edinburgh. The successful candidate will be involved in a variety of structures, including multi-story residential, schools and commercial development; a Chartered
Engineer with recent good building structures analysis and design experience. This is a great opportunity for a suitable candidate to contribute to the ongoing success of
a dynamic team, whilst gaining experience on a range of exciting projects. Candidates should be motivated and possess good interpersonal and organisational skills.
This appointment offers work on challenging and interesting projects with excellent career development opportunities.
If you are interested in the above position please contact Susie Edward or Mike Kidd and quote the relevant reference number.

Central Division have the following current vacancies:
●
●
●
●
●

Mechanical Building Services Design Engineer, Nottingham (job ref code C646)
Technical Assistant, OPS, Nottingham (job ref code C645)
Support Services Administrator - Part-time, Noise & Vibration, Nottingham (job ref code C644)
Advanced Survey Systems Assistant, Nottingham, (job ref code C647)
Senior Built Heritage Consultant, Heritage Team, Birmingham Office, (Job Ref code C648)

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.
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●

CADD Technician. Location: London. Reference: SWR124. Closing Date: 15 Sept.

If you are interested in the above position please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact
by e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale:
Renault Clio
Click here for details
Contact: Simon Fuller, Matlock

top

For Sale:
Cannon Lincoln Gas Cooker
Click here for details
Contact Angela Lowle, Basingstoke

top

For Sale:
Computer Desk
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Click here for details
Contact: Lisa McKenna, Swindon

top

For Sale:
1998 (R) Renault Megane coupe
Click here for details
Contact: Jane Pritchard, Basingstoke

top

For Sale:
MG ZS 180+ (3 years old)
Click here for details
Contact James Mackintosh, Swindon

top

For Sale:
A top of the range Pioneer DVD Navigation AV Headunit - AVIC-X1R
Click here for details
Contact Akeem Alli, Swindon

top
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For Sale:
Wireless Broadband Router, Linksys All in one Wireless-G Networking Solution. Model Number WRT54G. Works For Cable/DSL Broadband Connection. Allows up to
4 Wired PCs to share internet.
I have used it for few months but at the moment it is boxed with all the cables and software. In a shop it would cost £60, online the cheapest I found was £43. I will give it
away for £30.
Contact Muhammad Ali, Basingstoke or 07940485924

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Company News

Issue 87
15/09/2006

Progression Update
A new database server has been ordered and is currently being installed. We are moving the storage of our data to a SAN (Storage
Area Network) as well as discussing an Archiving solution with RedSkyIT (the suppliers of Progression). All of these will contribute
to a more efficient management of our data.

This Week's Headlines
Progression Update
Autumn Ball

Support
Welcome to new staff
The best way to have your support call answered in the most efficient manner is to log it in our helpdesk. This can be done using 2
methods – the web-based self-service helpdesk which can be accessed through the desktop or through Unite using your network
username and password, or by using Outlook. When using Outlook, click on the down arrow next to New, select Choose Form,
then select Computing Progression – Log new helpdesk call. Enter your problem in the email and click on Send.
We are having a meeting with RedSkyIT in September to discuss how they can improve their support service.
Development
Available through the Assimilate web front end is now a Project Manager (PM) and Project Director (PD) desktop. If you are a PM
you will only see the PM desktop. If you are a PD you will only see the PD desktop. If you are both then you will see both desktops
and there is a button, which allows you to move between them.
We are currently running a pilot on a FRB module through Assimilate. This is due to be reviewed in November.
Other modules that can be accessed through here are:
Enquiries/Reports, Flexitime Enquiry, SW Leave System, IT Helpdesk, Prog Blog, Demos & User Guides, Unite, SW Web Site, SW
Share Price, Pathways Plus!, MyBenefits
There is also a link to a round up of News and other headlines.
Contact Dan Martin , Basingstoke

top
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Scott Wilson Autumn Ball 2006 - A Night at the Movies
Only 100 tickets left!
Register now to avoid disappointment

For more information and to register click on www.scottwilson.com/ball
Even if you are not able to attend please remember to make your nominations
for the Scott Wilson Awards – the Wilsons!

top

Projects & Disciplines
No news this week.

top

People
The Plymouth Office would like to welcome Paul Gregory to the team as Senior Ecologist. With over 10 years of experience within the ecological
environment, conservation projects and on large scale diving projects he will be working closely with the Environment Team on a variety of projects.

Paul gained a BSc (Hons) in Marine Biology at The University of Plymouth and continued his studies there to receive an MSc in Applied Marine Science. He has
published scientific reports on bottlenose dolphins and has worked on an extensive portfolio of ecological projects and surveyed a diverse range of habitats. Paul’s
particular expertise is dormice and he has been responsible for a large scale project identifying the presence/absence of dormice on a range of sites in the South West
of England.
As an accomplished diver and photographer, Paul has published his work in various magazines, journals and websites and exhibited at numerous venues. He has
organised trips to the Bahamas to photograph the wild Atlantic Spotted Dolphins and has been commissioned for his marine and maritime photography.
Paul will be an asset in the South West where the protection and preservation of wildlife is increasingly crucial in land development. We wish him success in his new
role. For more information please contact Paul direct at: paul.gregory@scottwilson.com

top
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Having recently graduated as a Bachelor of Science with Honours in Computing from Sheffield Hallam University, David McDermott
joins the UK Central Division IT support team. Based in Leeds, David will provide frontline support to both the Leeds and York
offices and wider across the Scott Wilson group when needed.
David previously spent a year placement from September 04 to September 05 as part of the Chesterfield IT support team and
brings much needed localised IT support to the north of the region.

top

Welcome to Marion Thomas who has recently joined Scott Wilson Mining Group as a Senior Environmental Engineer and strengthens the continued
growth in the overall team.

Marion, who is based in Nottingham, has extensive geological and environmental experience, including 15 years in South Africa providing specialist expertise to the
mining industry.

top

As part of the recent reorganisation of group marketing, Ian White has joined Scott Wilson as Corporate Marketing Manager.

Ian has over 10 years experience of marketing professional services and was the marketing manager at Boyes Turner, a Reading based regional law firm, for almost five
years. Most recently he worked for CIT, a leading global finance company, heading up the marketing function in the UK.
In addition to his strong marketing background Ian holds a BSc (Hons) degree in Ecology and Environmental Science from the University of Wolverhampton.
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Ian will head up the Group Marketing Services team based in Basingstoke, responsible for co-ordinating and managing the development and delivery of all corporate
marketing products and services and providing guidance and support to the Divisions.
Over the next few weeks Ian will be on the road meeting with key contacts and gathering information to gain a clearer picture of the whole company, its marketing
functions and capabilities and its markets. He looks forward to working closely with all the Divisions to help build and maintain Scott Wilson's profile in the marketplace.

top

Social and Community
No news this week

top

Jobs

●

Assistant Management Accountant to be placed in our Basingstoke Office. Grade 2.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1069/06

If you are interested in the above position please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Senior Business Administrator to be placed in our Abingdon Office. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1070/06. The vacancy is on a fixed contract
basis to cover maternity leave.

If you are interested in the above position please contact Miriam Carr, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
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For Sale:
Fishing Rods
Carbon Carp/Pike 12 ft 3 pce 2¾lb test curve. Full cork handle with screw reel seat. Nearly new condition with bag: £20
Carbon Match 12 ft 3 pce. Full cork handle with sliding reel fittings. Nearly new condition with bag: £15
Composite Match 14 ft 3 pce. Full cork handle with sliding reel fittings. Good condition with bag: £10
Carbon Fly 10½ ft 2 pce AFTM #6/7 - was 11ft hence £10
Contact Mark Lewis, Basingstoke

top

For Sale:
97 Ford Fiesta, 1.3 Encore, 3D, Hatchback
6 Months MOT
2 Months Tax
71,000 miles
Very Good Condition
£850
Please contact Omar El-Haggan, Birmingham
top

For Sale:
Renault Megane Cabriolet
Click here for details
Contact Louise Lewis, Basingstoke
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For Sale:
Cannon Lincoln Gas Cooker
Click here for details
Contact Angela Lowle, Basingstoke
top

3 Bed Villa in Costa Blanca
Ladies and Gents,
Now that our summer is finally over and the winter is drawing near, How about taking time out, and enjoying the continuous sun and warmth of the Costa Blanca,
relaxing by the pool or on the beach with an ice cold beer/G&T in hand!!
I am fortunate to have a lovely 3 bed Villa next to the famous Villa Martin Golf course which I would like to share with other members of Scott Wilson, who will get a 20%
discount on standard rates. Please have a look through the attached brochure and if interested, contact me!
Why not try! I am sure you will enjoy your stay!!
Click here for details
Contact Ray Bacon
top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
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Mirror, mirror on a ball, is this the biggest one of all?

Issue 88
22/09/2006

Be part of a World Record attempt!
Imaginate Events, Scott Wilson’s event managers for the Autumn
Ball – A Night at the Movies – are attempting to break a World
Record by constructing, hanging and rotating the world’s largest
mirror ball at the Scott Wilson event on Friday 13th October 2006.

This Week's Headlines
SW Wins Business Award
Mirror Ball Record Attempt
Appropriate Assessment
Property Show
Chesterfield Balloon Race
UK South Golf Day

The mirror ball, which will measure 5 metres in diameter, will beat the current world record by nearly 2 metres. The mirror ball will
be assessed at the Ball and, hopefully, a new World Record will be confirmed on the night.
The Scott Wilson Millennium Project is able to offer employees and their families the opportunity of participating in the attempt by
sponsoring 1 (or more) of the 8,000 mirror tiles that will be attached to the ball.
Be part of the attempt by sponsoring a tile for just 10p! You can sponsor as many as you like! Even if you are not attending the
event, everyone sponsoring a tile will get his or her name displayed as contributing to the World Record attempt.
All we want are your spare pennies lying around in your draw, your purse, your wallet, or your money boxes. Use your change from
the sandwich round, or your change from the pub, and be part of a World Record attempt!
Please put your pennies in the collecting box at reception.
All funds raised will go to the Scott Wilson Millennium Project, providing relief from poverty, hardship and distress for children in
developing countries around the world.
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helping children smile across the miles…
Contact Nicola Holloway, Basingstoke

Company News
Scott Wilson Wins Hampshire Business Award
Thursday 14th September saw the Awards Ceremony for the 2006 Hampshire Business Awards at the Milestones Museum in Basingstoke. I am delighted to say that
Scott Wilson won the KPMG Company of the Year Award!
I attended the event to hear the result and to receive the award. A short presentation film, which was recently filmed at Scott House involving many of the staff here in
Basingstoke, was shown to highlight the strengths and local commitment of Scott Wilson.
The award recognises our achievements and future plans, exploitation of new markets and the commitment to staff needs and development. It also specifically
recognises our contribution to enhancing Hampshire's business reputation and protection of the environment. It is a great honour to win the award (for a second time)
and is something for which we can all deservedly feel very proud. It recognises the sheer hard work and professionalism of everyone in the company
I would like to thank everyone involved with our entry for their support especially to Gill Smith, the Planning and Environment teams and everyone who very kindly gave
their time to speak to the organisers when they visited us on 12th July and also to the many people who were happy to be filmed for the presentation.
Geoff French, Group Chairman

top

Projects & Disciplines
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New Scott Wilson guidance on Appropriate Assessment for Plans
Following a European Court of Justice judgement in October 2005, the Government has amended the regulations which implement the ‘Habitats Directive’ in the UK.
These amendments require land use plans – including Regional Spatial Strategies and Local Development Documents – to undergo an ‘Appropriate Assessment’ where
they might have an impact on a Natura 2000 site. These sites are designated for their biodiversity value and are classified as either Special Areas of Conservation
(SACs) or Special Protection Areas (SPAs). The aim of Appropriate Assessment is to identify a plan’s potential impacts on site integrity and, if adverse effects are
identified, investigate and implement alternatives, mitigation measures or, as a last resort, compensation measures.
Appropriate Assessment represents an additional concern for local authorities who are currently grappling with changes in the planning system as well as requirements
to undertake Strategic Environmental Assessment, Sustainability Appraisal and, increasingly, Health Impact Assessment and Equality Impact Assessment for their
plans. With this in mind, Scott Wilson, in collaboration with three other consultancies, has developed a guidance document on undertaking Appropriate Assessment for
plans. An earlier draft of the guidance was subject to consultation with key players (e.g. the Department for Communities and Local Government, English Nature and the
RSPB) and a link to the final version of the guidance has been sent to over 1000 contacts on the Scott Wilson ACT database. The guidance is available at: www.
scottwilson.com/aa. The Department for Communities and Local Government has also published guidance on undertaking Appropriate Assessment, which takes into
account Scott Wilson’s work, and also refers to us in the acknowledgements.
Scott Wilson is currently undertaking Appropriate Assessments for several plans. These include the South East Regional Spatial Strategy (the ‘South East Plan’),
Chichester Local Development Framework, Fenland Local Development Framework and Thurrock Local Development Framework.
For further information, please contact Jo Hughes (Basingstoke) or Steve Smith (London).

top

Property and Investment Business Show
Scott Wilson’s Planning and Development Business Group was delighted to have been involved in the second Property and
Business Investment Show in Leeds. This high profile affair is the North’s premier dealmaker event for professional service
providers engaged in property and construction, corporate finance, venture capital and business investment.

The event was held at the Royal Armouries and was the first major marketing event that the Scott Wilson Planning and Development Group has sponsored. This was a
great opportunity to raise company profile in the region, and proved very worthwhile establishing new client contacts and promoting the specialist skills that the team has
to offer to the widest possible audience.
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Contact Julie Redfearn, Leeds

top

People

Basingstoke Structures team welcome Bayezid Ozden who joined Scott Wilson in August.
Bayezid was previously working in Turkey and has experience of seismic foundation solutions. The link with Bayezid was
formed during his design work for another consultant on the Hawler International Airport project for which Scott Wilson was
responsible.

top

The Environment Team in Chesterfield and Manchester would like to welcome Lawrence Bowden to the team as Assistant
Environmental Scientist. Lawrence has recently completed his PhD entitled “Novel Applications of Basic Oxygen Steel Slag
(BOS) for the Treatment of Contaminated Waters and Solid Waste” at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne. His research has
resulted in the successful treatment of three different waste streams using BOS including circum-neutral ferruginous mine water,
phosphorus enriched water and sewage sludge biosolids. The mine water treatment system is currently being trialed in the
United States with plans for further investigations in the UK.
Lawrence will be working in a variety of capacities including contaminated land and a joint venture with Sheffield University
Groundwater Protection and Restoration Group. Lawrence is a valuable addition to the team and we wish him success in his new
role.
For further information contact: Lawrence.Bowden@scottwilson.com.
top

Social and Community
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Chesterfield Balloon Race
On behalf of the Royal Court Social Committee, I would like to say a big “thank you” to everyone who took part in the
balloon race and quiz on 19 July. This was the first social event organised by the new Committee and we believe that it
was a huge success and for once we had perfect summer weather.

Scott Wilson balloons were sold at £1 each and could be released both in person and on behalf of colleagues who were
not able to attend on the day. In the end, the balloon race raised £152 for the Millennium Fund. Balloon finders contacted
us with whereabouts of the balloons via a dedicated email address and a “balloon hotline”. All of the balloons touched
down in West Yorkshire so the prevailing wind was obviously very steady on the evening of 19 July.

The quiz was well attended and the winning team was Geotechs, who scored 37 out of a possible 40 marks, so thanks to all participating teams.
Balloon Race Results
The winner of the balloon race was Emily Parrot from our Geotechnics team. Emily’s balloon managed to travel further east than
the other scattering of Scott Wilson balloons, passing York and landing some 54.9 miles away from Chesterfield. Emily’s prize is a
meal for two. Bernie Roome’s balloon was in second place, landing 48.5 miles away from Chesterfield, on its way to Harrogate.

I am hoping to display maps of the results in Royal Court, for anyone who would like a closer view of their balloon’s final resting place.
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Thank you, again, to everyone who took part. Could I also take this opportunity to remind colleagues in Royal Court that the Committee would welcome your
suggestions for our next evening event. Many thanks.
Contact David Kitchen, Chesterfield

top

UK South Client Golf Day
The UK South Client Golf Day recently took place on the 12th September at Weybrook
Park Golf Club in Basingstoke. There were 9 Scott Wilson hosts and 18 guests taking
part in this annual event.

Luckily for everyone involved, the weather held off and a good day was had by everyone. The overall client winner was Stewart Lambert of Tenon Corporate Finance,
who scored 38 stableford points and was playing with Stephen Kimmett.
The runner up was David Standish of Yorkshire Water, playing with Colin Holmes and 3rd place went to Alan Maskell of TAC Europe, playing with Martin Nielsen.
Please see some action photos of hosts and guests.

Contact Peter Henderson, Basingstoke
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Dress to Impress on Jeans For Genes Day 2006

This year’s Jeans for Genes Day will be on Friday 6th October. Basingstoke offices will be taking part as usual by paying £2 or more to wear their jeans in support of
charities for children affected by genetic disorders.
The website for offices to apply for the supporters’ pack is www.jeansforgenes.com

top

Jobs
●
●

Senior Policy Analyst - Location: London. Reference: SWR130. Closing Date: 29 September 2006
Assistant/Senior Geotechnical Engineers - Location: Glasgow. Reference: SWR87

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●

Consultant to be placed in our London, Greencoat House, Office. Grade 2.1 to 2.3 depending on experience. Vacancy Reference Number UKS1070/06
Environmental Scientist to be placed in either our Basingstoke, Abingdon, or London Office. Grade is to be advised. Vacancy Reference Number UKS1071/06
Team Administrator (Maternity Cover) to be placed in our Ashford Office. Grade 2.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1072/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Central Division have the following current vacancies:●
●
●
●
●

Principal Engineer - Bridges, Basingstoke( job ref code - C650)
Technical Administrator, Operation Teams, Nottingham ( job ref code - C649 )
Sustainability Consultant, Planning and Development, Peterborough (job ref code C643)
Graduate Landscape Architect, Landscape, Chesterfield ( job ref code C641)
Landscape Architect, Landscape, Chesterfield ( job ref code C651)
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●
●
●

Senior Landscape Architect, Landscape, Manchester ( job ref code C652)
Principal Engineer - Bridges, Basingstoke( job ref code - C650)
Technical Administrator, Operation Teams, Nottingham ( job ref code - C649)

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact
by e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale
Two MGB GTs for sale

Click for larger image
Based in Peterborough if you would like a test drive.
Contact Tim Doyle, Nottingham

top

For Sale
Nokia 1100 mobile phone. With £15 payg credit. Had only £10 worth of use since new, vgc in original box with charger, instructions etc. Less than 1 year old.
A bargain at £40 ono.
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Contact Pete Hiley, Leeds office

top

For Sale:
King sized bed and mattress

Click for larger image
Excellent condition. Pocket-sprung mattress with stylish steel frame.
- £230
Buyer to collect from Oxford.
Contact: Iain Stevenson, Abingdon

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Pensions Statement

Issue 89
29/09/2006

The Trustees have issued the Scheme's first Annual Funding Statement. Click here to review this on Unite.
This Week's Headlines
The Funding Statement contains financial information about the Scheme which the Trustees are required to communicate to you
following recent pension legislation. Hopefully you will find this informative.

Pensions Statement

The funding levels mentioned in the Statement apply only to the Final Salary section of the Scheme at this time.

Travel Insurance

If you have any questions about the Funding Statement or the Scheme in general please contact Christine Haines in the
Basingstoke office.
Geoff French, Chairman of Trustees

Yorkshire Forward Contract
EFQM Quality Model
Food and drink anyone?

Company News
Travel Insurance
Due to an office move the Insurance Department's fax number has changed. Travel documents have been updated with the new fax number (01256 475600). By typing
'Travel' in the search facility on Unite you will be taken to the relevant page for Travel Insurance.
Please delete old computer versions and discard old paper copies of Travel Forms and Documents.
Contact Pam McIntosh, Basingstoke

top

Projects & Disciplines
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Yorkshire Forward Award of Contract
Scott Wilson has been awarded a 3 year framework contract for Development Management by the Yorkshire & Humber Regional Development Agency. The framework
will include the management of property development projects, operating within a framework of delegate responsibility. This will involve managing teams of external
consultants, negotiating and working with landowners and developers to deliver project outputs.
The Commission Director is Mary Holt and the Commission Manager is Helen Peacock.
The Commission will be run from the Leeds Office.

top

EFQM Quality Model
The European Federation for Quality Management, founded in 1989, rates firms using a stringent and detailed excellence model; several of our clients, including the
Department for Transport, have recently expressed interest in this model. It consists of five ‘enablers’ categories and four ‘results’ categories. Their website is: www.
efqm.org
The rating considers relations with clients, suppliers, staff and community; for every ‘enabler’ we must:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Have quantitative indicators to measure success
Regularly monitor these indicators
Have done so for some length of time
Have benchmarked indicators against the industry
Have set targets for improvement
Have shown improvement since we have started measuring and targeting

In late May, in conjunction with our preparation of a tender for the DfT, Tom Osorio and I began to prepare an EFQM application for Scott Wilson Holdings. Some of the
information we needed was already available, particularly from Highways Agency evaluations and pre-flotation analysis. Some of my questions, however, were and
continue to be a challenge to answer, and over the last few months more than one person has been called on to generate obscure information about the firm for a
vaguely understood reason (I’m very grateful and appreciate all of your patience and understanding!)
Whilst we do well in many of these categories, of course there is always room for improvement. Preparation of the application has given us a better understanding of
how Scott Wilson is already one company, and where we are still in the process of becoming one company.
We have completed a first draft, which Alex Wilson will now be responsible for; please contact her for information or copies of sections of the document. Feel free to
contact me as well should you have any questions or suggestions.
Carolyn Dougherty, York

top
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Creating new business opportunities and providing environmental and social benefits

The UK food and drink industry produces up to 16% of the UK's total industrial waste, up to 10 million tonnes per year. To address the wide range of issues and
potential solutions, the NISP South East team will be running a “Quick Wins” workshop on the 19th October, inviting key representatives from across the food and drink
sector. It will take place in Ashford and will be co-hosted by Business Link Kent.
Our interactive approach provide delegates with opportunities to meet other businesses from across the region and
identify new commercial opportunities leading to environmental and social benefits. The practitioners facilitate
collaboration between organisations to identify solutions that will be mutually beneficial from exchanging by-products such
as energy, water and materials, along with sharing logistics, expertise and assets.
So far we have invited over 100 major food and drink manufacturers across London and the South East including Coors
Brewers, Kraft Foods, Fosters and McVitie’s as well as solution providers. In order to promote cross-industry working we
are also keen to extend this invitation to other companies outside of the food and drink sector to provide wider
opportunities.
Examples of cross-industry collaboration
●

●

A plastics manufacturer and a bio diesel producer converted over 50 million litres of waste vegetable oil into bio diesel fuel for cars, safeguarding a large number
of jobs in the waste oil collection business whilst reductioning CO2 and other greenhouse gases from use of bio diesel
A leading international producer of nitrogen products and methanol was looking for alternative ways to use its by-products and teamed up with a fruit and
vegetable grower to provide the infrastructure to supply and deliver utilities to the 38 acre site. The site will use more than 12,500 tonnes of CO2, a by-product of
the company's nearby manufacturing site, significantly reducing the company’s emissions and created 65 new jobs in the process.

These examples demonstrate only a fraction of what the programme has achieved so far. If you have any clients or other contacts who you think would be interested in
this event, please email details to Beatriz Luz, Abingdon
Click here to download the workshop leaflet.
For a more details about the programme and access to over 100 case studies visit www.nisp.org.uk

top
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People

The Edinburgh office have recently welcomed three additional graduates to their rapidly expanding Environment Team. Together they represent a major boost to the
service that the Team are able to offer and they are already providing a vital contribution to a range of projects across Scotland, Northern Ireland and Northern England.
Jenny Sneddon has joined Scott Wilson as a Graduate Ecologist from the RSPB where she managed and undertook a range of ecological surveys. She also brings to
Scott Wilson considerable experience in data management and GIS.
Jenny has an honours degree in Zoology from Aberdeen University and an MSc in Marine Environmental Protection from the University of Wales, Bangor. Jenny’s work
experience to date has been in the south of England where she has worked on a variety of marine and terrestrial projects. Jenny enjoys many outdoor pursuits and is a
keen rower. She also enjoys running and has recently completed a half marathon. Having grown up in Scotland, Jenny is thrilled to return home and is already enjoying
re-acquainting herself with the Scottish countryside.
Stuart Rennie recently graduated from Edinburgh College of Art /Heriot Watt University where he gained an MA (hons) in Landscape Architecture. Stuart formerly
gained a year’s experience during placement with a Belfast Landscape Practice and is looking forward to furthering his knowledge and career with Scott Wilson
Scotland as part of the Landscape discipline in the Environment Team.
Stuart is a very keen golfer with a respectable 2 handicap at Royal Dornoch Golf Club. Other interests are football, fishing, music and socialising.
Zoe McClelland has joined the Environment Team as a planner. Zoë gained an MA (Hons) in Geography from the University of Edinburgh and recently added to this an
MSc in Urban and Regional Planning from Heriot Watt University in Edinburgh. Before joining the Scott Wilson team, Zoë gained experience with a local Edinburgh
consultancy working principally on oil and gas related environment and infrastructure projects.
While originally from Northern Ireland, Zoë has enjoyed Scotland too much to consider leaving. She is a keen environmentalist and volunteers with an Edinburgh based
environmental charity, Earth Calling, which teaches primary school children about wildlife. Zoë enjoys travelling when she has the opportunity and has backpacked
around South East Asia and South America. Other interests are yoga, swimming, reading and socialising. She is looking forward to extending her knowledge base with
practical experience of environmental and development planning work across Scotland and Ireland.

top
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International Division would like to congratulate Andrew Hart for achieving Chartered Geologist status from the Geological Society on 21st September 2006.
Well done Andrew! Keep up the good work!

top

Social and Community
Scott Wilson Inter-Office Football Tournament 2006
On Saturday 19th August, the Birmingham Office hosted the first Scott Wilson UK 6-a-side
football tournament. The event was held at the University of Birmingham. 6 teams graced the
tournament; Birmingham entered two teams, in addition to visiting teams from Chesterfield,
Nottingham, Manchester and Glasgow.

The competition was organised as a mini league, with every team playing each other. The resultant league positions determined the finals matches, where the 5th and
6th teams would aim not to win the wooden spoon, the 3rd and 4th teams would contest the shield final, and the 1st and 2nd teams would play in the all important cup
final.
Click here to read the full article

top

Jobs
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●

Senior Health & Safety Consultant to be placed in our Telford Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1075/06

If you are interested in the above position please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

International Opportunities for Staff
The International business of Scott Wilson is developing its worldwide coverage and securing interesting projects. Its main regions of operation are Europe, Middle East,
India, South East Asia, China, and South Africa. With the acquisition of RPA we are now also developing into Canada. We are also looking at development in Australia.
Over the next three months we are preparing plans for the development of our Sectors globally, and opportunities will arise for staff to move to International locations.
In the first instance for those staff who have a desire to work overseas and see the world, I would ask for you to advise Jo Webb the International Resourcing Officer in
Basingstoke. Please provide a brief resume of yourself, your skills and areas of interest.
Similarly, if you have colleagues who you consider would be interested in working for Scott Wilson globally, please ask them to make contact.
Over the next two months specific vacancies will be advertised on the Scott Wilson website and there are a selection of vacancies advertised in this issue.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●

Urban Planners/Master Planner - both in Dubai and for SW China
Transport Planner - Dubai
Infrastructure Engineer - Dubai
Civil Engineer - Dubai
Resident Engineer - (marine works) Bahrain
QS - High level of experience - Dubai
Resident Engineer - Ongoing project Highways experience - Ethiopia
Project Manager - Civil Eng qualified significant experience which the last 5 yrs should have been managing design and supervision of overseas motorway
contracts
Senior Electrical Engineer based in Bristol or Ashford with experience in HV transmission and distribution systems - possibility for this role to also travel to
Nigeria as PM.
Senior Civil Engineer based in Bristol
Graduate Electrical Engineer based in Bristol, requirements being a good honours degree in electrical engineering with a keenness to work in the power sector
Graduate Civil Engineer based in Bristol, requirements being a good honours degree in civil/structural engineering with a keenness to work in the power sector
Project Engineer - Electrical - Bristol
Project Engineer - Mechanical - Bristol

We are also looking to recruit within the Hydropower, Environmental and Mining sectors for positions such as Graduates, Senior, Principal and Project Engineers.
The opportunities within International Division are extensive and keep growing so if you are interested in joining our division for the opportunity to work globally then
please contact me to discuss the opportunities that may be available to you.
If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Jo Webb, Basingstoke.

●
●

Principal Rail Consultant & Team Leader Location: Swindon. Reference: SWR13. Closing Date: 16 Oct 2006
Principal Rail Consultant & Team Leader. Location: Glasgow. Reference: SWR132. Closing Date: 16 Oct 2006
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Please note both of the above positions are being advertised internally only and will not be available on the website. Please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon for a full
job description.

●
●

Civil/Structural Engineers. Location: Railways Office, London. Reference: SWR133. Closing Date: 16 Oct 2006
Assistant Project Manager. Location: Railways Office, London. Reference: SWR134. Closing Date: 16 Oct 2006

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Receptionist– Chesterfield ( job ref code C653 )

If you are interested in the above position please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact
by e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale:
Yamaha YZF R6 Motorbike
Click here for details
Contact Mark Savage, Mansfield

top

For Sale:
Large wool rug
Click here for details
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Contact Angela Lowle, Basingstoke

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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And The Nominations Are…

Issue 90
06/10/2006
There are 8 Wilson’s awards designed to celebrate the diversity of the world wide
Scott Wilson Group. All nominations have been made by Scott Wilson staff and we
have had a great response to the call for nominations.

This Week's Headlines
And The Nominations Are…

The awards will be presented at the Scott Wilson Autumn Ball – A Night at the
Movies in Reading on Friday 13th October 2006. The winners will be announced on
the night with the immortal words ‘and the Wilson goes to…”
Come along on the night to support your colleagues and celebrate with the winners –
only 25 tickets remaining - £5 per head. Log onto www.scottwilson.com/ball to
register.
Free transport to and from the event is being provided for staff and their guests from the following offices:
●
●
●
●
●

Abingdon
Basildon
Basingstoke
London
Swindon

Click here for full details and the names of the nominees.

Company News
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New Chairman for ICE South
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HSL Dynamic Tests
Business Consultancy Projects
Projects for China

Interchange

News Site Launched Today
We are very pleased to inform all staff of the launch of the news site on the main website, which went live today.
The site has been constructed to inform journalists of Scott Wilson press activities and to encourage the media to publicise our projects, expertise and services. This is
also in addition to contacting the team for informed comment and opinion.
Please let Lak Siriwardene (07824 311762) and Simon Hewitt (01256 310282) know of any questions that you may have.

top

The 101st Chairman of The ICE South West
Chris Taylor of Plymouth Office has been appointed 101st South West Chairman of the ICE (Institution Of Civil
Engineers). With 5,400 members, the South West region covers 7 counties reaching from Gloucester in the
north to Lands End in the far west and across to Swindon in the east and is made up of students, graduates
and professionally qualified engineers.

Chris will be responsible for chairing a committee of 34 voluntary members, who represent the 4 branches of the South West Region (Devon & Cornwall, Gloucester &
North Wiltshire, North Wessex and South Wessex). The committee also includes representatives from Specialist Interest Groups covering A wide cross-section of civil
engineering disciplines including Transport, Environmental & Sustainability, Waste, Energy, Maritime and Water.
The focus of the next 12 months will be on how the ICE will disseminate knowledge to its members in a way that engages its audience. Much of the knowledge sharing
to date has been based on face-to-face contact in the form of seminars, debates and dinners and, although very effective, time pressure has made it increasingly difficult
for members to attend. The ICE committee will be investigating a number of ways of relaying information via Internet and e-based learning methods. This not only
overcomes the barriers of distance, cost and time but also shows that innovation is spread across all aspects of the ICE - ”Valuable time, well spent.”
Another key factor for Chris this year will be to ensure the ICE works “smarter”, for example through maximising all opportunities to “cross discipline” network at any
forum. By reaching outside the ICE network to other like minded professional groups, for example, RIBA, RTPI, RICS etc, any debate, seminar or discussion not only
has the view of the engineer but of the whole design team. Progress and the potential to influence key decision makes is more credible if the professionals that effect
change are able to exchange views in the same arena! An example in this year’s calendar will be a debate of the Severn Barrage scheme in Bristol which is once again
at the forefront of the energy debate.
The ICE South West Chairman’s medal, a parapet cornice retrieved from Brunel’s Canal Bridge in Paddington Basin, is proudly displayed in the conference room of the
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Plymouth office and set to give inspiration to us during Chris’ term of office.
For further information contact Chris Taylor

top

Information & Library News
IHS Technical Indexes
Last week 94 new documents were added to the Construction Information Service section of IHS Technical Indexes.
ENDS Subscription
Following the order of an organisation-wide subscription to The ENDS Report (Environmental Data Services, all staff now have unlimited access to The ENDS Report
subscriber website.
Click here for full details

top

Projects & Disciplines
HSL Dynamic Tests
Last Wednesday I enjoyed a career highlight of going to Holland with four of our team members to attend the last few days of the dynamic testing on the High Speed
Line in Holland.
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Why the highlight? 300kph (187mph) alongside the driver in a Thalys (TGV style) train is pretty exciting, and for Alan Brookes, John Adair, Ian Moore and I, it was the
culmination of six years of work as the Technical Adviser to the Lenders on Holland’s biggest ever PFI. For Swallow Sui, there was even the added highlight of driving
the train at 300kph! NB: properly supervised of course.
When I was locked in “the Utrecht Bunker” for the best part of a week five years ago helping broker the deal between State, Concessionaire and Lender, by liberal
sprinkling of “DYNT (Dynamic Test)” in the Requirements Compliance Matrix, little did I think of this moment.
The project has at times dynamically tested all of us, including inter alia:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Rising to the challenge of a ferocious start when two of the main parties did not want us on the job.
Narrowly escaping with our lives having unwittingly left the country with the only copy of the bid estimate, only leaving one hostage.
Gaining the respect of three world leading companies: Fluor, BAM and Siemens.
Coping with the risk aversion of German Bankers : “probably” the most cautious people in the world.
Being responsible for reviewing leading edge technology, including the first use of ETCS Level 2 signalling on a high speed line anywhere in the world.
Authorising total payments of over 800m, we believe a Scott Wilson record, an act which has made Alan Brookes more popular than at any stage of his long
SW career.
7. Forming some multi-cultural, multi-disciplinary life-time friendships.
We now look forward to the opening ceremony some time next year, and the knowledge that our involvement will continue for the next 25 years, (hence the soubriquet
“Brookes’ Pension”) throughout the operational phase of the concession. Visiting will then of course be by train, in just over three and a half hours from London.
It is a wonderful feeling to see that work you have done will transform the lives of others.
This is the power of Scott Wilson.
Contact Keith Wallace, CEO, SW Railways
top

New Projects for Business Consultancy
Working collaboratively across the Scott Wilson divisions, Business Consultancy continues to spearhead the firm's activities in the global infrastructure investment
market whilst also establishing Scott Wilson at the forefront of some of the UK's leading investment programmes. Our latest assignments provide a spotlight on some of
our key areas of business. We are particularly keen to highlight that these commissions are primarily with new clients with some fantastic opportunities to gain further
exposure internationally and strengthen our portfolio.
Asian Infrastructure Overview
We have been commissioned by Morgan Stanley to undertake an overview of the Asian infrastructure market to be used in the prospectus for an initial public offering
(IPO) of a pan-Asian infrastructure company.
The Asian infrastructure overview will focus on Transport (road, rail, airports, ports); Utilities; and Telecommunications. For each of the above sectors the following areas
we will aim to cover the following:
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●
●
●

Demand/supply overview, historical trends and current situation;
Demand growth prospects and capacity provision; and
Overview of potential investment opportunities, where possible.

The initial contact came through a recommendation by Morgan Stanley's office in Hong Kong to their Singapore colleagues.
For more information, please contact Liam O'Kane.
Strategic Study for the Development of Pan-European Corridor 5
SWBC has been commissioned directly by the Central European Initiative (CEI) to undertake a study looking at the economic case for expanding a railway line between
Italy and Slovenia. Key areas we will be looking at include traffic forecasts, economic benefits of expansion and a social, economic and environmental risk assessment.
Alex Jan and Ernie Godward (Railways) attended the kick-off meeting in Italy last week. Please contact Alex Jan directly if you would like to know more about this
assignment.
The CEI is a European Funding programme. Find out more by visiting http://www.ceinet.org
Dredging of the Amaluza Reservoir in Ecuador
We have been asked by the Netherlands Development Finance Company to undertake a study to provide a
professional opinion on the report prepared by Ecorys regarding dredging the Amaluza Reservoir in Ecuador.
The scope of work for this review includes market and revenue assumptions, economic feasibility and the
impact of alternative scenarios.
For more information please contact Valery Olefir.
iBus Independent Engineering Review
SWBC has been working on a number of Independent Engineer Reviews (IERs) for Transport for London (TfL). TfL has embarked on a 5-year Investment Programme
(which plans to attract funds from Finance Houses and Ratings Agencies) and the IERs are an important part of this. We undertook two of four pilot reviews at the end of
2005 and at the beginning of this year we were retained for a 3-year framework agreement.
Reviews of a number of major investment projects have now been made including the Kings Cross Channel Tunnel Rail Link station design and construction,
refurbishment of the Blackwall Northbound Tunnel and Trackernet (London Underground train information system). We have now been commissioned to undertake a
comprehensive project review of iBus which is a 10-year project to upgrade surface transportation systems (buses) outsourced to Siemens. Our review will focus on
commercial and technical aspects.
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courtesy of www.tfl.gov.uk
For more information about our iBus role, please contact Peter O'Dowd. For a more detailed overview of the reviews, please contact Alan Brookes.

top

Global Co-operation Agreement with China Harbour
As part of his recent visit to China, joint Group Chief Executive, Hugh Blackwood signed a Memorandum of Understanding with China Harbour Engineering Company
Ltd in Beijing.
Scott Wilson has been working closely with China Harbour on a number of projects in Bangladesh and Angola with Dr Peter Liu and Mexico with Martin Young, and we
have an existing agreement with Zhen Hua Engineering Company Ltd, the Hong Kong branch of China Harbour, for co-operation in the port and maritime sector. This
new agreement signed in mid August 2006 is with China Harbour at group headquarters level for global co-operation, especially on international projects where the
combination of Scott Wilson's extensive global network of offices and clients with China Harbour’s increasingly worldwide capability and outlook results in a powerful
team for port development.
Mike Chalmers, Scott Wilson's Director responsible for the ports and maritime sector, stated "I am very pleased with this new high level agreement as it marks a further
strengthening of our relationship with the world's leading ports contractor to share information and seek to work together on projects of mutual benefit."
Michael Chalmers, Hong Kong
top

Scott Wilson Shanghai awarded Studies for Modern Logistics Parks in India and China
The Shanghai office has recently been very successful in winning a number of projects to develop logistics parks in Dalian, China. These have been generated by the
development of Dalian Peninsula as an International shipping centre to rival other regional countries, the transformation of industry and agriculture on the Peninsula, and
the development of National Ecological Zones and Tourism.
The opportunity has been sought on all of these projects to considerably widen our original brief, to provide a wider, more integrated master plan that encompasses the
development of new towns, the revitalisation of old and new, and leisure and tourism. We are currently working on logistics parks at Xingshutun, Dengshahe, Ershilipu
as well at Dalian with leisure and tourism at Jinbohaian and Daheishan.
Based on this experience, Steve Fairhurst and Huang Wei are just completing work on a study for a major development corridor for logistics parks and IT industries
around New Delhi in collaboration with our Delhi office. Considerable interest has been shown in India in Scott Wilson’s expertise and knowledge of logistics parks and
the role they are playing in China’s development.
Michael Whitton, Shanghai, China
top
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People
Thank you from Peter Stebbings
At last Jane and I are back to normal (just!) and can now thank you all for your kind wishes and gifts to mark my retirement.
The clock is now telling us French time, which enabled us to catch the ferry when we were not really compos mentis (our holiday was cut short due to food poisoning),
but it will be a long time before the compound locomotive runs into the model ferry port station. Having moved ourselves back to Kent we have a lot of sorting of effects
to achieve before I can justify indulgence in time spent modelling.
Thank you again for the friendship and support that I have received during my time at Basingstoke and particularly in the last two years whilst Southampton Hospital
saved Jane's sight.
Great to know you all - I will be turning up in Basingstoke from time to time, as it looks as if a couple of expert witness jobs will require my input, when I hope to renew
old acquaintances.
Regards,
Peter Stebbings

top

A warm welcome to Ashley Turner who has recently joined our Manchester Geotechnics Team as an Assistant Engineering Geologist.

Having completed a Msc. in Engineering Geology from the University of Leeds, Ashley has recently joined the geotechnical branch in the Manchester office.
After graduating with a degree in Earth Science from Liverpool John Moores University in 2001, Ashley worked as a logging geologist on petroleum reservoirs in the
North Sea for over 2 years. Ashley also spent 2 years working for WSP Environmental Consultancies where he gained his experience in ground investigation and geoenvironmental consulting.

top

Welcome to 3 new members of staff in the REPE section in Glasgow who all started on Monday 2 October.
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Lorna Mitchell has joined as the Project Administrator in the REPE Section. She has had many years’ experience working at BP
in Grangemouth and is looking forward to a new challenge at Scott Wilson.

Grant Elliot has recently graduated from Glasgow University with a MEng in Electronic & Electrical Engineering and has joined

as a Graduate Electrical Engineer in the Scott Wilson Graduate Programme.

Daniel Fleming has joined as a CAD Technician, who has previously worked on Building Services and Bridge Design/Civil
Engineering projects and will be working within both OLE and E&P disciplines.

top

Social and Community
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Scott Wilson Railways – ‘Mainline Rail’ Golf Competition
On the 19th September the 11th year of the Scott Wilson Railways ‘Mainline Rail’ golf competition saw the event move to
Ogbourne Downs Golf Club near Swindon.

Players from Glasgow to Plymouth enjoyed a sunny September afternoon on the new competition course. There was a good mix of familiar faces and new contenders
for this year’s event.
The main competition was won by Mark Hillyard (Swindon) with 40 points, closely followed by Phil King (Plymouth) and Dave Hubie (Swindon) in 2nd and 3rd places
respectively.

Keith Wallace (CEO Scott Wilson Railways) presenting the first prize to Mark Hillyard.
Other winners included:

Ian Bleasdale (London)
– Longest Drive
IColin Holmes (Basingstoke)
– Nearest the Pin
IJohn Andrews (Basingstoke) – Putting
IClive Scholefield (Swindon)
– Hidden 9
IRobert McAlpine (Basingstoke) – Most Golf Played!
top
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Jobs

●
●

Legal & Commercial Adviser - Basingstoke
Software Analyst /Tester - Basingstoke

If you are interested in either of the above positions please contact Lusa Armstrong, Basingstoke

●
●
●
●
●

Principal Structural Engineer to be placed in our London Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1076/06
Team Leader/Business Development to be placed in our London Office. Grade 3.2/4.1. Vacancy Reference Number UKS1082/06
Senior Geotechnical Specialist to be placed in our Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.2. Vacancy Reference Number UKS1083/06.
Structural Engineer to be placed in our Basingstoke or London Office. Grade 2.3- 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1085/06
Business Administrator (Full-time fixed term for 12 months to cover Maternity Leave) to be placed in our Ashford Office. Grade 2.2 Vacancy Reference Number
UKS1072/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Central Division has the following current vacancy
●

Receptionist - Manchester, Admin (job ref code C654 )

If you are interested in the above position please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●

Project Directors. Reference: SWR136. Location: Swindon. Closing Date: 16 October 2006
Project Managers. Reference: SWR137. Location: Swindon. Closing Date: 16 October 2006
Project Manager. Reference: SWR138. Location: Glasgow. Closing Date: 16 Oct 06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

International Division are still recruiting in many areas across the UK and internationally - we have roles in Bristol, Telford, Ashford, Bahrain, China, Eastern
Europe to name but a few. We are also recruiting for a number of roles in our Basingstoke office.
Project Manager. Basingstoke
Based in Basingstoke and able to travel internationally for short or medium term visits You will be well-experienced in the consultancy process and familiar with the
international procurement procedures.
Senior Highways Design Manager. Basingstoke
You will have well-developed management skills, be able to manage teams comprising technical and non-technical members of different nationalities.
Your personal attributes will include being able to make rapid technical judgements, You must be a good communicator and be able to deliver results working in
international teams in a multi-cultural environment.
Highways Business Development Manager. Basingstoke
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You will be experienced in the consultancy process and familiar with international procurement procedures.
You will have well-developed commercial and negotiating skills, be able to develop and manage client and partner relationships and be good at report writing.
Your personal attributes will include being able to think clearly, to assess accurately new situations and have confidence in your own judgements. You must have strong
inter-personal skills, be a good communicator and be good at relationship-building.
Senior Project Manager. Greece
A senior project manager is required to lead the British/Greek Joint Venture appointed as Independent Engineer and Design Checker on a motorway concession valued
at in excess if one billion Euros.
If you would like to discuss our opportunities please contact Jo Webb, Basingstoke

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact
by e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale:
Yamaha YZF R6 Motorbike
Click here for details
Contact Mark Savage, Mansfield

top

For Sale:
Renault Clio
Click here for details
Contact Nick Jansen, Swindon
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For Sale:
2005 Suzuki SV650S
Click here for details
Contact Tareq Englefield, Basingstoke

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Buy & Sell

Issue 91

Scott Wilson Wins Waste Management Framework

13/10/2006
Scott Wilson has recently been awarded a four year term contract Framework Agreement to provide professional services as
Technical Advisers to Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC) and provide the support to BCC in order that they may deliver the
waste infrastructure requirements identified in their Buckinghamshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2004-2016.

This Week's Headlines
Waste Management Framework

Full Article
New on HIS Technical Indexes
Vietnam's New Emails
Lochaber HEP Refurbishment
A day to remember

Company News
Scott Wilson Wins Waste Management Framework
Scott Wilson has recently been awarded a four year term contract Framework Agreement to provide professional
services as Technical Advisers to Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC) and provide the support to BCC in
order that they may deliver the waste infrastructure requirements identified in their Buckinghamshire Minerals
and Waste Local Plan 2004-2016.

Our role as Technical Advisors is to advise and aid BCC with our experience in the design and procurement of a variety of Waste Management Facilities, in order that
they achieve their objectives with an innovative approach coupled with an efficient delivery.
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BCC has a development programme in place to improve the Waste Management Infrastructure and operations over the forthcoming years, in which Scott Wilson will
play a key part. The types of project includes the redevelopment and provision of Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRC’s), provision of new green waste
compost facilities, waste management technology (Materials Recycling Facilities, Autoclave, etc) and restoration, monitoring and remediation of historic landfill sites.
The bidding process for this Framework began in March 2006 and was a combined Scott Wilson team effort in which the UK Central Environmental team with support
from UK South Integrated Waste team, were initially successful in Pre-Qualification, which followed a successful tender submission produced by the UK South
Integrated Waste Services team.
A great deal of thanks goes out to all those individuals from various teams who assisted in the preparation of the successful tender, which will be managed by the
Commission Manager Lisa Rapson, from the London Office.
Contact: Lisa Rapson, Associate – Integrated Waste Services

top

Library and Information Service
Selected new publications on HIS Technical Indexes
British Standards
BS EN 480-4:2005 Admixtures for concrete, mortar and grout. Test methods. Determination of bleeding of concrete
BS EN 13914-2:2005 Design, preparation and application of external rendering and internal plastering. Design considerations and essential principles for internal
plastering (AMD 16447)
BS EN 54-10:2002 Fire detection and fire alarm systems. Flame detectors - Point detectors (AMD 16127) (AMD Corrigendum 16593)
BS EN 13362:2005 Geosynthetic barriers. Characteristics required for use in the construction of canals
BS EN 12966-1:2005 Road vertical signs. Variable message traffic signs. Product standard
DCLG
Equality impact assessment - amendments to the Town and country planning (determination of appeals by appointed persons) (prescribed classes) regulations 1997 (SI
420/1997)
Full regulatory impact assessment (RIA) - amendments to the Town and country planning (determination of appeals by appointed persons) (prescribed classes)
regulations 1997 (SI 420/1997)
National and regional guidelines for aggregates provision in England, 2001-2016 - third monitoring report
BSRIA
Design checks for HVAC. A quality framework for building services engineers Application Guide 1/2002
CIBSE
Renewable energy sources for buildings Technical Memoranda TM 38
SEDD
Water and drainage Planning Advice Note 79
Company subscription to the ENDS report
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All staff now have unlimited access to The ENDS Report subscriber website at: www.endsreport.com
If you have not previously registered, all you need to do to benefit from this new information resource is register once only at: http://www.endsreport.com/index.cfm?
action=register.home using our corporation code: 125939
After registration, you can use the ENDS Report link on our intranet for site access.
Further details can be found on Unite: Unite homepage – Directory – Information resources – Other information sources – ENDS report or contact Jacqui Grainger,
Basingstoke, and Sue Silcocks, Chesterfield.

top

Scott Wilson Vietnam: New email addresses
We just got scottwilson.com.vn and the Vietnam office is now changing to new email addresses.
The new email addresses are:
For general inquiries -- swvietnam@scottwilson.com.vn (emails sent here will be forwarded to Giang's)
For Giang Volam --giang.volam@scottwilson.com.vn
For Huyen Bui -- huyen.bui@scottwilson.com.vn
The old email -- scottwilson@fpt.vn -- will be kept for another 6 months to allow correspondents to update their contact address list.
Contact Dave Concepcion, SEA I.T. Coordinator

top
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Ashford Power Team awarded Lochaber HEP Refurbishment Phase 3

Lochaber Hydroelectric scheme, located on the slopes of Ben Nevis, supplies electricity to the Alcan aluminium refinery in Fort William. The scheme is now some 75
years old, and the efficiency and reliability of the generating plant have progressively deteriorated over the years, and now compromise the continuing operation of the
plant.
In 2004 Scott Wilson carried out the Phase 2 design for refurbishment and uprating the powerstation to 90 MW and subsequently updated that study in early 2006. The
outcome of the study has led Alcan to undertake rehabilitation of its hydropower scheme.
Alcan has awarded Scott Wilson a contract to carry out Tender Design and to develop specifications for the refurbishment and uprating. This assignment will be
undertaken over the next three months to the end of the year, with the objective of Alcan tendering for works in the New Year. This is a direct appointment that has not
required competitive tendering, principally due to quality of the services the project team provided during the study phase.
For more information please contact Andrew Thick
top

People
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Welcome to Melanie Sim who joined Transport & Infrastructure in Ashford as a Graduate Engineer. Melanie has recently
graduated from Warwick University as a Master of Engineering with Honours in Civil Engineering.
Melanie began working for Scott Wilson in the Basingstoke office in 2001 as a gap year placement and since then has worked
during her university vacations in the London office. Now in the Ashford office Melanie will be working with the Infrastructure team
and is aiming towards becoming a Chartered Engineer.

top

Social and Community
A day to remember, October, 11, 2006
When three “athletic” women, representing Scott Wilson took the challenge that is the Millennium 3 Mile Relay Race.
Team spirits were high as the Scott Wilson woman’s “running” team eliminated the competition crossing the finish
line as the winners of the Women’s Relay Race. The team was one out of eleven teams, from across the region who
participated in this annual event. Emma Sadler, Ginche Irving and Yanyan Liang are all proud of exceeding
expectation and achieving their personal best in capturing the team prize. The girls have been collecting sponsorship
throughout their training and have dedicated their win to “Cancer Research” to whom all donations are in aid of.

They hope to fundraise further and need your help.
Contributions, no matter how small are greatly appreciated.
If you wish to make a donation please contact Ginche.Irving@scottwilson.com
or alternatively send a cheque made payable to “Cancer Research UK” to Scott Wilson Scotland Ltd, Scottish Provident House, 31-33 Mosley Street, Newcastle Upon
Tyne, NE1 1YF

top
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Jobs

●

Project Administrator Temp to Perm - London, SWR139

If you are interested in either of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Recruitment Manager, Railways

●

Resident Engineer, M8 White Cart Viaduct - Near Glasgow

An experienced Resident Engineer is required on site for the duration of the works on Phase 2 of the Strengthening and Refurbishment programme for the M8 White
Cart Viaduct, near Glasgow. The works comprise resurfacing, waterproofing, concrete repairs, joint replacement and drainage works on the superstructure of the 23span elevated viaduct. The project is now out to Tender and work on site is expected to commence in January 2007 with a completion date in May 2007.
If you are interested in this position, please contact Mike Hackney - Glasgow

ABOUT US
Scott Wilson Iberica are based in Madrid Spain, and are looking for new candidates to join thier expanding team.
ABOUT THE JOB
They are initially looking for a CIVIL ENGINEER to work as a water engineer in the team in Madrid. The person will be responsible for technically leading a small team of
people to deliver feasibility studies, design, specifications, costing and drawings for different water infrastructure jobs of different nature. Position based in Madrid with
some visits to UK or other project office locations.
ABOUT YOU
Civil engineer, chartered or near completion, with relevant experience in the water industry, covering one or more of the following subjects, in order of preference: design of water and sewerage networks; - water and wastewater treatment plants; - drainage; - water resources; - other urban infrastructure.
If you are interested in this opportunity or hearing more about Scott WIlson Iberica then please contact Jo Webb, Basingstoke

International Division are continuing to recruit in various areas, if you are interested in any of the positions below please email your CV to Jo Webb or contact her for
more information on general opportunities within the division
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Resident Engineer - Transport sector - Bahrain
QS - Transport sector - Dubai
Grad Engineers - Power Sector - Bristol (flexible)
Project Manager - Transport Sector - Greece
Civil/Environmental Engineer - Mining Sector - Ashford (flexible)
Development Consultant - Environmental Sector - Telford (flexible)
Environmental Consultant - Environmental Sector - Telford (Flexible)

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Jo Webb, Basingstoke
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●
●
●
●

Associate ITS Engineer to be placed in our Basingstoke/Bristol Office. Grade 4.2 UKS1088/06
Principal ITS Engineer to be placed in our Basingstoke/Bristol Office. Grade 4.1 UKS1089/06
CAD Technician Basingstoke Office. Grade 1.2/2.2 UKS1047/06
Senior Sustainability Consultant to be placed in our Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.2 UKS1087/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact
by e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
Country Cottage to rent.
Partly furnished, two bedroom cottage just outside Matlock. Ideal for either Matlock or Chesterfield offices. £450/month including council tax. Non smokers only.
Available from January.
Contact John Surguy, Matlock - Director, Highways Management
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Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
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